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to family member goal attainment and family business

goal attainment. A summary congruence model was
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members within the family business.

The proposed planning structure provided an effective

means of assessing a family business. The congruency

structure was instrumental in determining whether the goals

of the business and the individual family members were

congruent. The model was refined through the use of the

case study.
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AN INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK

FOR ANALYZING FAMILY BUSINESS PLANNING

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Family businesses play an important part in the

economy of the nation and of the world. Family-held

business organizations account for over 90% of all

businesses in the United States. In addition, half of the

Gross National Product (GNP) of the nation is generated by

family businesses (Danco, 1982). The family business is

not limited to small companies: 35% of the Fortune 500

companies are either owned or controlled by family members

(Lansberg, 1983).

Rosenblatt, Mik, Anderson, and Johnson (1985)

described the dream of those who choose to operate or

become involved in a family business:

The family business is an American ideal. The
family business is often imagined to provide a
life of freedom and self-determination, a life in
which hard work and personal initiative are rewarded
with profit, success, financial security, and
respect from the community (p. 2)

Family businesses have unique problems. They are

different from nonfamily businesses in that there is an

overlap of the family influence. Traditional management

methods of examining business organizations do not
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necessarily apply to family businesses. The task-oriented,

competency-based models used by organizational theorists

encounter difficulties where task and kinship boundaries

overlap (Kepner, 1983). Beckhard and Dyer (1983b)

discussed the complexities arising in relationships among

the many subsystems in family businesses. Interdependency

problems arise between management-ownership and the family

that make strategic decisions subjective and complex.

Most family businesses do not endure longer than the

life of the founder (Beckhard & Dyer, 1983b). The

termination of the family business can cause a personal

hardship in relation to the family, but it also can

represent a significant loss to the community. Longtime

employees of family businesses may find themselves without

employment and their family life disrupted. As federal,

state, and local governments strive for new ways to attract

businesses to create jobs, the value of those firms already

established is often times forgotten. In most cases there

is a greater potential to save existing businesses than to

attempt to attract new businesses (Ambrose, 1983).

To confront problems arising from the complex family

business, planning or strategic management is necessary.

Businesses involved in setting future goals and planning

for resource use are more successful in continuing the

business and keeping it healthy (Alcorn, 1982; Beckhard &

Dyer, 1983; Danco, 1982; Kepner, 1983; Lansberg, 1983;

Rosenblatt et al., 1985; Schein, 1983; Ward, 1987).
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A systems approach to understanding family businesses

was advocated by Hollander (1983), Kepner (1983), Lansberg

(1983), and Rosenblatt et al.(1985). These researchers

also indicated that the business and the family be examined

as open systems influencing each other.

In studying family businesses in relation to

planning, there is a need to view the family business in a

total or holistic manner. Theories from organizational

management and from family management studies were used in

the present study to understand the complexity of the two

systems. Organizational management studies provided

methods of understanding both the family and business as

organizations. Family management studies provided theories

on resource allocation, family relationships, and family

planning. For the present study, ideas from the two fields

of study were integrated into a planning framework that

provided a means to develop a planning process for the

firm's future development.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to create an integrated

systems framework to analyze the planning process in

family businesses.

The major objectives of the study were to:

1. Review relevant literature in family studies

theory, organizational development, family
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business literature, and qualitative research

methods;

2 Identify the major components of the planning

process from this integrated approach;

3. Propose a systems framework for examining

planning that may be generalized to family

businesses;

4. Plan and test a fieldwork research design (a case

study) in a family business setting;

5. Utilize the data collected in the case study to

explain the functioning of the planning framework;

and

6. Propose a final descriptive systems model, using

the data and theoretical structure, for analyzing

the planning process in family businesses.

Rationale

In the field of organizational development, Hersey and

Blanchard (1982) discussed four functions of the management

process. The functions were planning, organizing,

motivating, and controlling. Planning was primary, as it

clarified the goals and objectives for the organization to

follow, and determined how and when these objectives were

to be accomplished. The authors stressed that managerial

functions are relevant to all types of organizations,

including families.
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In the systems concept of family resource management,

Deacon and Firebaugh (1988) identified planning as central

to the managerial process. Planning is the designing of

actions in pursuit of goals. "Plans give focus and

direction for accomplishing goals. Well made plans can

affect success or failure in goal achievement" (p. 76).

Researchers in family business have viewed planning as

essential for survival of the family firm. Alcorn (1982)

discussed problems arising when there is a failure to plan:

The spouse will have to shoulder a tremendous
burden, the children may lose their inheritance,
the employees may be out of work, and the
customer, suppliers, and potential investors may
find their plans upset. (p. 167)

Beckhard and Dyer (1983a), in discussing the

management of change within the family firm, reported that

70% of family firms do not survive into the second

generation. They believed this was due to a lack of

understanding of the key issues involved in the planning

process by the owner/managers. In other words, plans must

be adopted that deal with changes before they occur.

Planning that is comprehensive, well thought out,

and systematic can help business owners in many ways.

As Ward (1987) stated, planning will help family business

owners:

(1) maintain growing, healthy, and profitable
companies, (2) shape future business directions,
(3) prepare new family leadership, (4) ensure the
support of family members who do not work for the
company but who significantly influence its fate,
and (5) guide future generations via thoughtful
philosophies. (p. xxiii)
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Danco (1982) considered the family business an

endangered species. Threats to survival of the family

business may be greater from internal sources than from

assumed sources such as competitors, consumer movements,

or government regulations.

The real threat to the private business lies
primarily within the business practices and
policies of its owners.... [and with the owner]
failing to provide in his [or her] lifetime for
a viable organization with clear continuity. (p. 4)
[Thus when the owner dies, the company dies.]

Literature available on family business has been

developed by researchers mainly in the business management

field. Kepner (1983), a clinical psychologist emphasized

that "all the literature on the family-owned business has

been written from the firm's perspective" (p.58). Little

attention or research has been given to the other part of

the complex system, that of the family. Many of the

problems found in the family need to be understood in

relation to the family system. For example, those issues

that are concerned with role conflict, succession, family

interaction, and communication.

The present study emphasized the planning function as

being of primary importance to the survival of the family

business. In establishing a methodology to understand the

planning process it stressed the importance of using

theories from two disciplines to accomplish this task:

family studies theory and organizational development

theory. Family management theory provided a basic
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framework for understanding the planning process within

families. Organizational development theory provided a

systems approach describing human interaction within the

business organization, and related well to the family

organization. Analytical, leadership, and congruence

theory models (all from organizational development theory)

were integrated into the proposed framework. Congruency

theory was a major influence and was applied in fitting the

different demands and goals of individuals, family, and the

business into a comprehensive planning framework.

The proposed integrated systems framework for

analyzing family business planning could be used to pass

management of the business to other family members. Or, it

could be used to dissolve the family business if the goals

of the business, family, and individual members were better

served by not keeping the business within the family. The

proposed framework was focused on the process of planning

and the congruency of goals without regard to the

direction of the decision process.

A case study using field research was used

to demonstrate the proposed framework. This qualitative

research method provided a means of examining the framework

as a holistic and dynamic process.

The research developed in the present study may be

applied to several subject areas. Attorneys working with

estate plans of family firms, family business owners,

family theorists, organizational theorists, financial
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planners developing strategies for families with

significant business assets, certified public accountants

working with family firms, and family business consultants

who work specifically with family firms benefit from this

research.

Limitations of the Study

The study was limited to the planning characteristics

of one case study. This may affect the ability to

generalize it to other family businesses.

The study dealt with the planning process the family

would develop in relation to the family business. The

model did not extend to the analysis and understanding of

non-family related business problems, covered under

business management practices.

Reference to family planning in the study referred to

family business planning. Other areas of family planning

are not covered in this model.

Definition of Terms

Coherence: The fit of pieces together within a

system. Related to family behavior, it is the balance

internal to itself and external to the environment.

The family's fit within the environment and the

individual's fit within the family (Hoffman, 1981).

Conaruence: The degree to which demands, goals, and

objectives of one component are consistent with the
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demands, goals, and objectives of another component

(Nadler & Tushman, 1980).

Family Business: A business that is owned and

controlled by family members. The business may be

privately or publicly held. The business may be a

proprietorship, corporation, or partnership. The

study was concerned with businesses in which one or more

family members were actively involved in the management of

the company.

Founder: The individual who established the business.

He or she is generally the chief executive officer,

controls the management of the firm, and is the principal

owner of the stock. The term is sometimes used to refer to

second or third generation owners as well as to the

original founder.

Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing Family

Business Planning: The framework or model developed in

the present study for analyzing the planning process in

family businesses. Also referred to as the Family

Business Planning framework.

Planning: Decision making involved with the setting

of goals and objectives, and determining when and how

they are to be accomplished (Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).
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Successor: The member or members who will eventually

take over the management of the firm. In a family firm

these would usually be family members, but they may be

selected from outside the family.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

A review of the literature is presented in the

following sections:

1. Family Studies Related to Planning

2. Organizational Development Related to Planning

3. Family Business Literature

4. Integration of Theory

5. Qualitative Methodology

Family Studies Related to Planning

Planning is a significant part of the managerial

process in family management theories. Management theories

describe the family as it interfaces with other systems.

The process of management promotes "meaningful, effective

living of individuals and families" (Deacon & Firebaugh,

1988, p. 3). Management activities and processes are used

to obtain desired goals and purposes through the use of

resources. Managerial processes help individuals control

the events of their lives and influence the outcomes

(Deacon & Firebaugh, 1981).
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Family Systems Theory

Systems theory has been developed as a means of

examining family management, and the planning process is an

integral part of this theory. A system can be defined as

"a set of interacting functional relationships between

various components which transform a set of inputs into a

set of outputs" (Laszlo, Levine, & Milsum, 1974, p. 79).

The components of the management process consist of input,

throughput, and output. Gross, Crandall, and Knoll (1980),

identified inputs as being personal and family values,

group and family goals, standards, demands from the

environment, and internal/external resources. Action or

throughput involves the process of planning, goal setting,

implementing, communicating, and feedback. The output or

results of management can relate to changed values, changed

goals, changed standards, and met goals and demands.

Family resource management theorists refer to the

family as an ecological system or ecosystem (Deacon &

Firebaugh, 1988; Gross, Crandall, & Knoll, 1980; Paolucci,

Hall, & Axinn, 1977; Rice & Tucker, 1986). The ecological

aspect emphasizes the relationship and interdependence of

organisms to their environment (Rice & Tucker, 1986). The

family is a social system consisting of persons and/or

groups of persons interacting and influencing the behavior

of each other (Gross, Crandall, & Knoll, 1980). In

combining the concepts of systems and ecology Paolucci

et al. (1977) defined an ecosystem as:
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Family members, their external environments as
perceived by them, and the web of human
transactions carried out through the family
organization constitute the basic elements of
the family ecosystem. (p. 15)

This ecological concept can be used to understand the

family in a very complex setting. There are behavioral

interrelationships of individual family members within

their setting and externally with the larger cultural

society. The interdependence of the members changes as

they pass through personal and family life cycles. The

overlapping of the subsystems of the family adds to the

complexity:

Within a family composed of mother (M),
father (F), and child (C), a minimum of seven
interlocking systems are involved: M, F, and C
as individuals; MF, FC, and MC as dyadic
systems, and the MFC triad. Add to this the
interrelationships among each of these systems
to the near and far environments and
simplistic explanations become impossible.
(Sawyers & Moran, 1985, p. 357)

External systems surrounding the family include

businesses, government, churches, schools, and others The

environment is a set of conditions and properties

influencing the family system but not directly a part of it

(Deacon & Firebaugh, 1981). Boundaries separate one system

or subsystem from another, protect the integrity and

identity of a system, and have degrees of permeability as

to what is permitted in exchange with other systems within

the environment. Points where boundaries meet are

interfaces. "These interfaces facilitate the flow of
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information, goods, and services across system boundaries"

(Rice & Tucker, 1986, p. 10).

Rice and Tucker's (1986) model of an ecosystem, as

shown in Figure 1, described the members' interaction

within the family and the interface with the market work

system. Members live together through a form of commitment

and purpose. The organization of family members consists

of a complex relationship of "sets of roles, rules,

routines, interaction patterns, and norms, existing to

accomplish a wide variety of objectives" (p. 10). The

family business would be represented in the ecosystem model

as the market work system. As an interacting subsystem,

members have roles both in the family system and the

business system. Boundaries between the systems protect

the identity of the members. When boundaries are not

protected or formed, system overlap occurs.

Plannina Process

Planning, as a central part of the managerial system,

involves the design of action in pursuit of goals.

"Planning is a series of decisions about future standards

and/or sequences of action" (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988,

p. 76). It gives direction and focus towards accomplishing

goals. Planning can influence the success or failure of

many outcomes in personal and family life.

Planning the intermeshing of decisions about
resources, values, goals, and standards results
in predetermining what is to be done, why, how,
when, by whom, and using which resources. It is
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Figure 1. Families as Ecosystems
(Rice & Tucker, 1986, p. 11)
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a conscious and continuing mental activity that
involves visualizing problems and alternative
solutions. Coupled with previously established
routines these "planning decisions" result in a
commitment by the family to a course of action.
(Paolucci et al., 1977, p. 144)

Components of the planning process within the

managerial system are demonstrated in the Deacon and

Firebaugh (1988) model (see Figure 2). Inputs into the

planning process are demands and resources. Demands are

goals or events that require action. Goals are

"value-based objectives" providing direction and

orientation to action. Values provide fundamental criteria

for goals. The resources, either human or material,

provide the means capable of meeting the demands produced

by goals and events (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988).

Planning, in the transformation process, involves two

areas: standard setting and action sequencing. Standard

setting deals with the operational measures and is the

basis for quality and quantity criteria. "Once standards

of quality and quantity are set, they become criteria for

action" (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988, p. 76). In standard

setting, the family or individual must clarify the demands

and determine the resources available (both human and

material). "Demand clarification is the refinement of

objectives consistent with values; both goals and events

may be clarified" (p. 76). Resource assessment, the other

aspect of standard setting, "is the analysis of potential

means to meet particular demands" (p. 78). Assessing the



Figure 2. The Planning Process within the Managerial
Subsystem (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988, p. 77)
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resources involves examining available resources and

seeking ways to obtain additional needed resources to

accomplish the goals.

Action sequencing, the second phase of the planning

process, deals with the synthesizing of activities or

specifying the order of parts in succession. Skillful

sequencing can improve the flow of action in the plan.

Whether planned or not planned, actions within a process

occur in a specific order (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988).

The operational criteria in the family planning

process come from both the individual and the family.

"The criteria emanate from the direction-oriented goals

that are undergirded with values held by individuals and

family members" (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988, p. 76).

The Deacon-Firebaugh model was operationalized by

Olson and Beard (1985) in relation to the assessment of

managerial behavior. The model was used to develop a list

of management concepts and definitions. The concepts and

definitions explain the planning model in an applied

situation:

1. Goal/Demand Recognition (input to the managerial
system). Deciding which of your goals to work
towards and which demands to respond to.
Activities thought process of whether to do
something, trying to reach agreement on a goal.

2. Planning. Alternative Selection (standards,
resources, methods, and demands).
a. Goal Clarification/Demand Clarification

being specific about what must be accomplished.
Activities thoughts of how much, how many,
how well, physical characteristics of goals.
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b. Resource Assessment taking stock of what you
have and accessibility of resources.
Activities what resources are necessary for
alternative ways, accessibility of money, goods,
services, and assistance from others.

c. Resource/Demand Reconciliation identify the
obstacles to goal achievement and ways to
overcome them.
Activities determine appropriate way for
doing the activity based on outcome, determine
place, determine increased resources needed,
determine whether to change goals or standards.

d. Sequencing organize the sequence of
activities,
Activities thinking about the order of
activities.

3. Implementing the Plan.
(Adapted from Olson & Beard, 1985)

Sharpe and Winter (1982) developed a descriptive

model of planning in the study of managerial activities

(see Figure 3). Input involves conditions of demand

occurrence, awareness of demand, and decision to meet the

demand. Transformation consists of goal and resource

clarification, setting general standards, generating

alternatives, selecting alternatives, developing specific

plans, setting specific standards, and action sequencing.

Family Members as Subsystems

The primary influences on family planning procedures

and management within the family are the individual family

members. Kantor and Lehr (1975), in developing a process

systems model of family action, described the family as

being "composed of three subsystems that interact with

each other as well as with the world outside; these are

the family-unit subsystem, the interpersonal subsystem, and

the personal subsystem" (p. 23). Each member of the family
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Figure 3. Model of Managerial Thought Process and Behavior
(Sharpe & Winter, 1982, p. 25)
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leads a dual life, as a member and as self. Family members

share responsibilities collectively in maintaining and

developing relationships with other members, as well as act

within their own self-interest.

The individual as a subsystem brings into the family

his or her own goals and demands. In the planning process

the individual's concerns must be brought into the whole of

the family concerns. Individuals have different

genetic backgrounds, psychological aspects, and

developmental needs. The individual concerns are weighed

against the total goals and demands of the family.

Paolucci et al. (1977), described these needs and values as

they relate to individual perceptions. Perceptions are

transformed into images of reality. "These images become

the values, goals, and particular decisions and activities

that families carry out" (p. 54).

Perceptions are influenced by our physiological

differences, our learning experience, and our reaction to

our environment. Individuals have needs that must be

satisfied for survival and satisfactory living. Maslow

(1954) described these needs as physiological, safety,

belonging or social, esteem, and self-actualization.

Particular values of family members serve as a basis for

goal selection and alternative ranking of preferences in

planning (Paolucci et al., 1977):
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Values are a crucial part of an individual's total
development. They are the basis of commitments. They
find expression in all areas of life: what kind of
marriage partner one selects, how and where one
chooses to live, how much risk and uncertainty each
family member can tolerate, what kind of employment
a person seeks and how one performs work. (p. 67)

In addition to the individual family members

influencing managerial planning, the family as an

organization must be considered. Family members organize

themselves together to meet demands and utilize resources.

As relationships occur at the interfaces of family members

with the environment, they help define the form and the

function of the family system (Paolucci et al., 1977).

Roles are important in examining the relationships

between individual members of the family and as they carry

over into other systems. Roles are expectations of what

family members are to do.

Roles are the sets of norms or expectations held
by anyone (usually significant others) for the
behavior of a person in a particular position, such
as what parents expect of children or husbands of
wives. (Paolucci et al., 1977, p. 77).

Role conflict occurs when one experiences

inconsistency with prescriptions or standards. Role

conflict can develop when an individual assumes a

multiplicity of roles (Paolucci et al., 1977). An example

of different roles within a family business is presented in

Figure 4. The figure illustrates a father-son relationship

in a family business, but other combinations such as

mother-daughter, father-daughter, or mother-son would be

described similarly. The son is a member of all three
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Figure 4. Role illustration of family members in relation
to family business.
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systems: the business as employee (successor to

management); the macrofamily as the son; and his own family

(microfamily) as the father. In each system, family

members have different roles. Role conflict can develop in

the overlapping areas. A father may have to make a

decision to hire or fire a family member and yet try to

treat the member as a part of the family. The role

conflict occurs when the business system requires

performance criteria that are inconsistent with the

caring/nurturing criteria of the family system.

Behavioral Dimensions within the Family

Deacon and Firebaugh's (1988) Family System Model

(see Figure 5) includes four dimensions associated with

member interaction: communication, cohesion, adaptability,

and functionality. Communication is a facilitating

dimension critical to cohesion, adaptability, and

functionality. Cohesion is the degree of emotional bonding

members have towards each other. Adaptability is the

ability of the family organization to adapt its role

relationships, power orientation, and relationship rules in

accordance with environmental and internal changes.

Functionality is the ability of families to anticipate and

use human and material resources to meet demands.

The Deacon and Firebaugh (1988) behavioral dimensions

described in Figure 5 relates well to the planning process.

The adaptability dimension relates to the family's ability
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Figure 5. Family System (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988, p. 24)
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to perceive demands and needs, develop plans, take action,

and adapt to future changes in the environment. For a

family to develop planning procedures, it must have an

emotional bonding or cohesion to develop trust in and

concern for other members. Communication and information

are necessary to develop effective plans. Understanding

other family members' perceptions and having information

necessary to make decisions are relevant and important to

planning. Functionality is the ability of the family to

apply the human and material resources to the demands

recognized in the planning process.

Hoffman (1981) viewed the interaction process and

behavioral dimensions in terms of an evolutionary

paradigm. Families were not seen in terms of a state of

equilibrium but rather as permanent instabilities.

Within this evolutionary process were several

characteristics. An emphasis was on circular, rather

than linear, thinking. All circuits within the system were

interconnected. In relation to time, living systems were

viewed in a continual state of change. According to

Hoffman, "evolving systems might be seen as going from a

state of instability, to states characterized by relative

rigidity, to new instabilities" (p. 348). In other words,

the term unpredictability replaces the term equilibrium;

the term coherence replaces the term homeostasis.
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Coherence has to do with the fit of pieces together in

a system. It is a balance internal to the self and

external to the environment (Hoffman, 1981):

The family has to fit with its environment, just as
the individual has to fit within the family, or the
separate organs have to fit together in a system that
is the biological self. And all have to fit together
in the ecology of the whole. (p. 348)

Hoffman's (1981) concept of congruence relates well

with the planning structure discussed in the Deacon-

Firebaugh (1988) planning model (illustrated earlier in

Figure 2). The individual members of the family (with

their goals, needs, demands, and values) must have a

sense of fit or coherence with the family goals.

Individuals in a family can have different goals and

demands among themselves, yet still have a coherence

with the family goals. The differences between

individuals and family goals/demands can be recognized

and managed in the planning process.

Summary of Family Studies Literature

The significant areas covered in the family studies

literature review as they related to the planning process

were summarized below.

1. A family resource management systems model was

used as a basis for examining the planning process within

the family. Planning consisted of inputs of demands and

resources; setting standards through demand clarification
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and resource assessment; action sequencing; and

implementing the plan.

2. Planning was examined within a larger ecosystem

involving interdependence with other systems, and internal

relationships among its members.

3. Analysis of individual family members' needs,

values, goals, demands, and perceptions were considerations

for family planning.

4. The family, as an organization, needed to consider

the overall family values and goals in relation to the

individual demands and goals, and assess the resources

available in making planning decisions.

5. Roles were an important aspect in understanding

the functioning of the family. Problems developed when

role conflicts occurred. Family members involved in a

family business would have multiple roles in the family

system and the business system.

6. The ability of a family to develop an effective

plan depended on certain behavioral dimensions:

communications, cohesion, adaptability, and functionality.

7. Coherence was the fitting together of individual

goals with family goals. Goals of individuals need not be

the same but a harmony should exist allowing for family

unity and individual differentiation.

8. The family was seen in an evolutionary

perspective. Unpredictability, instability, change, and
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varying states of rigidity were characteristics of

families.

Organizational Development Related to Planning

Organizational development theory, discussed in this

study, relates to family business planning in three areas:

systems, analysis, and leadership.

Systems

The family system is based on the caring and sentiment

of individual members and of the family as a whole. The

business system is based on performance and task

accomplishment. Different goals and objectives

characterize the two systems based on their unique

purposes. Planning within the business is carried out in

accordance with goals and objectives related to

performance.

Nadler and Tushman (1980) developed a systems

model of organizational behavior based on task

accomplishment (see Figure 6) Inputs into the system

included environment, resources, history, and strategy.

Environment referred to markets, suppliers, regulations,

unions, and financial institutions. Resources included

capital, employees, technology, and information. History

included norms, values, and methods of past experience.

Strategy referred to matching the resources to the

environment within the context of history and included all
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Figure 6. A Systems Model of Organizational Behavior
(Nadler & Tushman, 1980, p. 47)
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sets of decisions needed to accomplish this. Planning, as

well as directing, made up the area of strategy within the

business.

In the Nadler and Tushman (1980) systems model of

organizational behavior the components in the

transformation process included the task, the individuals,

the formal organizational arrangements, and the informal

organizational arrangements. The output of the system was

measured in terms of accomplished goals within the

organization, the group, and the individual. The objective

of the system was:

Given an environment, a set of resources, and history,
"How do I take a strategy and implement it to produce
effective performance in the organization, in the
group/unit, and among individual employees?"
(Nadler & Tushman, 1980, p. 43)

Analysis

Analysis or assessment of goals, demands, resources,

and needs was emphasized in the planning process of family

systems theory (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988; Olson

& Beard, 1985; Sharpe & Winter, 1982). In organizational

development, goal analysis (Mager, 1984) and diagnostic

frameworks (Friedman & Yarbrough, 1985) were central to

determining organizational problems and developing

solutions. Although generally task or skill-oriented,

these frameworks apply to all organizations. Training

requiring extensive planning and analysis was part of the

planning process.
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Friedman and Yarbrough (1985) had developed stages

in implementing change within an organization. The stages

are summarized as:

1. Awareness of need The need must be recognized
and positive action encouraged.

2. Analysis of problem The true problem must be
identified before solutions can be determined.

3. Knowing the options Information on different
alternatives must be presented to make decisions.

4. Adopting a solution A course of action is
chosen and every means should be used to
accomplish it.

5. Learning a skill In training models the needed
skills are learned by employees.

6. Integration of the system The new skills must
be integrated into the entire system harmoniously.

A comprehensive systems diagnostic framework was

illustrated by Friedman and Yarbrough (1985) in the

analysis of organizations. Characteristics of the system

were similar to those of family systems theory. The four

system characteristics identified in relation to the

framework were:

1. Elements These determine the important
components of the system influencing the outcome.
Included: purpose of the system, people (formal
and informal structure), leadership methods,
rewards, culture, structure, and means of handling
conflict.

2. Environment Relates to the level of
organization at which the diagnosis is taking
place and how it relates to the other levels.
Included: power location in system, what changes
in one part of system are necessary to improve
other part, intervention results (positive and
negative).
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3. Communication Connects and defines the elements
and levels. Deals with content and relations.
Included: what is being conveyed, how it is being
conveyed, what is the content and style in
relation to purpose?

4. Time and Change The stage of development of
the organization.

The Friedman and Yarbrough (1985) model assumed all

social systems have the characteristics described above.

In addition, productive systems were described as open,

flexible, congruent, and affirming. Ideal systems are open

to receiving information and flexible to respond to

changes. Congruency involved a fit, a matching of all

parts of the system in relation to the purpose and actions.

Affirmation involved recognizing individuals and groups for

their contribution.

The concept of congruence was developed extensively in

the Nadler and Tushman (1980) theory. As in the previous

model by Friedman and Yarbrough (1985), congruence was seen

as a fit, a consistency, and a degree of harmony between

different components of a system. It was a measure of how

well these system components fit together.

The congruence between the two components is defined
as the degree to which the needs, demands, goals,
objectives, and/or structures of one component are
consistent with the needs, demands, goals, objectives,
and/or structures of another component. (Nadler &
Tushman, 1980, p. 45)

The organizational effectiveness was determined by the

degree of congruency, a high amount being more effective

and a low amount being less effective. "Effectiveness

being defined as the degree to which actual organization
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outputs at individual, group, and organizational levels

are similar to expected outputs" (Nadler & Tushman, 1980,

p. 45). The objective was not to find the one best way to

manage, but to find effective combinations of components

that would lead to congruence or fit among them. In

analysis of systems to determine congruency, certain

steps were to be taken: identification of symptoms of

problems; specify inputs; identify outputs; identify

problems where outputs are different from desired; describe

components; assess the congruence; generate causes; and

identify action steps.

A congruence theory, such as the Nadler-Tushman (1980)

congruence model, provides a means of analyzing

organizations where there are two systems involved, as in

the family business system. The theory allows examination

of two different systems as they relate to each other.

The family system could be viewed as primarily concerned

with the caring of family members and the business could be

viewed in terms of task performance. To be effective the

two systems form a fit, a harmony, or congruence. The

goals and objectives for each system are different and yet

able to remain separate.

Leadership

In the literature reviewed, significant differences

were found in the area of leadership and motivation between

the family management and organizational development
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theories. Family resource management theories on system

models did not emphasize the leadership aspect in the

management process. On the other hand, organizational

development theories and systems models placed leadership

as primary in motivating individuals within the

organization. In development of the planning process in

family business, leadership would be an important

consideration.

Management, as defined by Hersey and Blanchard (1982),

concerns the "working with and through individuals and

groups to accomplish organizational goals" (p. 3). This

definition refers to all organizations including

businesses, educational institutions, and families.

Management (in relation to leadership) is the achievement

of organizational objectives through leadership.

Hersey and Blanchard (1982) drew a distinction between

leadership and management. Leadership was a broader term,

the difference being in the term organization. "Leadership

occurs any time one attempts to influence the behavior of

an individual or group regardless of the reason" (p. 3).

Leadership could be developed by an individual for personal

gain rather than accomplishing the objectives of the

organization. Effective management was defined as

leadership in harmony with achieving organizational

objectives.
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Family resource management referred to management as

the "planning for and implementing the use of resources

to meet demands" (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1981, p. 29). The

difference in definitions was related to the purposes of

the two systems. The family, as discussed earlier, was a

sentiment system concerned with developing each family

member and with the family as a whole. Leadership by the

parents was not explicit in the literature reviewed. The

business system was based on task accomplishment.

Personnel must be organized, directed to varying degrees,

and motivated to accomplish tasks. Inability to

accomplish the task-oriented objectives would result in a

profit loss and destruction of the system. Therefore,

leadership is a necessary process of motivation in the

business system.

Leadership was an important consideration in

developing the family business planning structure. The

family business was dealing with both the task in relation

to the business and the caring and development of the

family. If an individual (usually the founder) was unable

or unwilling to lead the process (or delegate leadership),

and direct the plan into action, the plan would not be

developed. Offspring in the business may have the desire

to accomplish a plan, but they generally do not have the

control to implement a plan.
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Summary of Organizational Development Literature

The significant areas covered in the organizational

development review as they related to the planning process

are summarized below.

1. The Nadler-Tushman (1980) model presented the

planning process as part of the strategy in an

organizational behavior systems model. Inputs into the

system included the environment, resources, and history.

The strategy, including the planning process, referred to

the matching of resources to the environment within the

context of the history (culture and norms) of the

organization. The components of the transformation process

were the task, the individual, the formal organization, and

the informal organization. Outputs were measured in terms

of organizational, group, and individual accomplishments.

2. Planning requires an analysis of the organization.

Analysis of the business can be accomplished using a

systems diagnostic framework. Characteristics to be

examined include elements (purpose, people, leadership,

rewards, culture), environment (the place you are in an

organization in relation to the context), communications

(content and relational messages), and time and changes

(the stages of development an organization evolves

through). Productive systems are open, flexible,

congruent, and affirming.

3. Congruence is the fit of different components of

the system in the area of needs, demands, goals, and
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objectives. Organizational effectiveness was determined by

the degree of congruency. Congruency theory provided a

means of examining subsystems within a larger system,

having different but compatible goals.

4. Leadership is a necessary part of the management

of organizational behavior. In developing a planning

process within a family business, leadership would be

important formation and implementation of the plan. If the

founder, who has control of the business, was not willing

to take a leadership responsibility, the plan may not

materialize.

Family Business Literature

The study of family business is relatively new with

very little research being reported before 1970.

Information from a variety of areas has been made available

in: (a) general interest articles based mainly on

experiential situations; (b) comprehensive texts dealing

with a variety of business problems and situations; and

(c) formal research generated mainly from academic

settings.

General interest articles. Found mainly in business

publications, the reviewed articles dealt with succession

problems, family conflicts in relation to the family

business, stress problems, and planning methods. Fenn

(1986), in discussing management succession, described the
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role of a woman business owner in training family and

nonfamily members in specific areas of management. Board

members were selected for their particular area of

expertise, such as marketing, finance, or operations, in

training the prospective managers. Hartman (1987)

discussed the relationship of a father-daughter management

team in developing a family business. Advantages of such

a relationship were described. Hyatt (1988) reported on

the inability of a fifth-generation family construction

business to find a successor to manage the business. The

firm had been paralyzed in effective decision making

because the power was broadly distributed among

stockholders. Lipman (1986) discussed the problems of a

prominent advertising firm when family members were placed

in top positions. Key non-family employees left due to the

influx of alleged inefficient family members. Rosenblatt

(1985) reported on how family businesses were affected by

stress related to problems in communications, role

definition, boundary overlap, and lack of planning.

Pine and Mundale (1983) described how consultants who dealt

with planning in family businesses, confronted issues such

as ownership, management, family operations, and

succession. Regular family meetings with clear agendas,

increased communications, and proper planning were used to

implement needed changes.

Comprehensive texts. The books and texts reviewed

each covered many subjects in the area of family business.
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Alcorn (1982) dealt with the evolutionary cycle of family

business, the role of the entrepreneur, planning for

succession, estate planning, and hiring of employees

Ward (1987) discussed methods of keeping the family

business alive through assessment of the firm's financial

and market situation, planning the family's role in the

business, and shaping a business strategy that included

the family. Danco (1982) described the family business in

terms of "beyond survival," meaning problems of the family

firm emerge after the business has been established

(survived) and the next generation is being considered.

Goldwasser (1986) conducted an in-depth investigation

of five large family corporations (Hallmark, Marriott,

Noxell, H & R Block, and Johnson Wax) to determine reasons

for the success of businesses. Rosenblatt et al. (1985)

examined the family in business from a sociological and

family studies perspective. A systems framework was used

to discuss systems overlap, role conflicts, decision

making, compensation, boundaries, succession, and

inheritance. Dyer's text (1986) presented family

businesses in relation to cultures. Subcultures in

the family business consisted of family, business, and the

board of directors. Type of business, type of family,

cultural assumptions, and behavioral patterns were found to

influence the culture of the family business.

Formal Research. Research and theoretical studies

relating to family businesses have developed within the
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past 15 years. The following discussion is organized

according to specific subject areas.

Succession is a primary concern of family business

owners. Ambrose (1983) studied 174 family businesses

concerning successful transfer of ownership to the next

generation. Hershon (1975) researched the trauma and

organizational turbulence involved when a new member takes

over the management of a family business. Three areas were

discussed as significant in family business succession:

relationships, transitions, and interactions among

members.

Several researchers have explored the use of cultural

methodologies to understand the family business. Schein

(1983) described the founder as the initiator of culture

within the family business. The founder's values

establish the group norms and eventually the culture of

the organization. As problems are confronted or solved by

the group, values and norms are expanded. When other

managers gain positions of significance, their values are

integrated into the culture in a form of hybridization.

Dyer (1984) developed a model of family business using the

cultural evolution of the firm. Cultural changes and

formations are influenced by unpredictable crises. As

conflicts are solved, assumptions are created setting new

norms. Legler (1986) identified several reasons why

cultural theories and structures are useful and relevant in

studying family business. The main reasons included:
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(a) cultural terms and methodologies apply equally well to

both the business and the family; (b) cultures are total,

holistic, open systems which allow for observing both the

family subculture and the business subculture in

interaction; (c) cultures are viewed in terms of changing

and evolutionary systems as were family businesses; and

(d) the founder is the primary influence in establishing a

culture in the business and also a significant influence in

the culture of the family.

The psychological complexities developing in family

businesses were studied by Levinson and J. A. Davis.

Levinson (1983), dealt with individual psychological

problems, and warned that problems in the family business

may be of clinical proportion and beyond the help provided

by business consultants. Founders, generally entrepreneurs

who started the firm, have independent characteristics not

always in harmony with delegating power and stepping-down

for a new successor. J. A. Davis (1982) researched the

relationship of father's and son's respective life stages

on the quality of their work relationship in the family

business. The quality of their work relationship was

found to vary according to the intersect of their

respective life stages.

The influence of power in family businesses was

examined by Holland and Boulton (1984). In larger

corporations power may be distributed among several

family stockholders creating control problems. Also,
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professional managers hired by family stockholders must

negotiate for power among those who control the company.

Managers may not have the power to manage freely and to

react to environmental changes. As a result, employees

may become frustrated, competition gains market share, and

the firm deteriorates.

The systems perspective of examining family businesses

was used by many of the authors reviewed who dealt with

issues of succession, culture, psychological aspects, and

power. Hollander (1983) used a systems perspective to

examine the family business in relation to the interaction

and interrelatedness among three components: the task, the

family, and the marketplace. The nature of the responses

of the task system was related to the forces of the family

system and the demands of the environment. Lansberg (1983)

described four problem areas in relation to the

institutional overlap of the system of the family and the

business: selection of a new manager (successor),

compensation and equity, appraising family members, and

training. Solutions to problems were in separating the two

systems and confronting issues in the appropriate system

(see Figure 7). P. Davis (1983) advocated operational

rules concerning potential conflict areas be established

within the family. For example, if children of the owners

are placed in the business, they should perform as their

position requires and are paid according to worth. Davis

and Stern (1980) expanded on the concept of adaptation in a
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Figure 7. Institutional Overlap in the Family Business
(Adapted from Lansberg, 1983, p. 44)
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systems model dealing with boundary maintenance, family

processes for dealing with emotional issues, task processes

in dealing with business issues, and a valid legitimizing

structure which maintains cohesiveness.

Kepner (1983), a clinical psychologist, was one of the

few authors who provided a perspective of family business

from the family studies viewpoint (others were Rosenblatt

et al., 1985; and Pine & Mundale, 1983, discussed earlier).

Using a systems structure, Kepner described the firm and

the family going through simultaneous evolutionary stages

as a coevolutionary process. As this process evolved

stress levels at times coincided creating problems and

conflicts. Founders within the system found themselves

in double-bind situations. If decisions were based on what

the firm needed it disrupted kinship bonds. If decisions

in the business were based primarily on family bonds, the

business suffered. If the issues were not confronted, a

a process of oscillation developed in which decisions were

made at random and were not consistent. Establishing

improved methods of communication, operating procedures,

and planning lowered the stress level within the system.

Family Business Planning Need

Planning was reviewed or discussed to some degree by

almost all authors in the area of family business.

Planning was viewed as necessary for the family business to

survive. Alcorn (1982) stated, "The firm cannot survive
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unless succession occurs in a timely and orderly manner"

(p. 163). Beckhard and Dyer (1983b) stated that only 30%

of family businesses survived into the second generation

and that if this situation were to change, families would

need to face important issues and "design a plan for

managing continuity" (p. 12). Owners willfully kill off

a business by not providing a viable organization with

future continuity in their lifetime (Danco, 1982).

Ultimately, the family business must choose between two

alternatives, transfer or termination (Ambrose, 1983).

Too often, families grow up unprepared for their
management and ownership role. Too often we act
as though there will be no future. When
decisions are made, too often they are bad
decisions, made in haste, with little thought
given to their consequences tomorrow.... As a
very wise man once said, chance favors the
prepared mind. (Danco, 1980, p. 21)

Holland and Boulton (1984) described stagnation

present in family businesses when they failed to plan.

They were unable to react to environmental changes, became

ineffective, and paralyzed internally. As a result,

managers formed new and competing businesses; employees

launched battles for control; competitors identified

patterns of management decision; opportunities were missed;

risks were ignored; and subterranean warfare wore the

organization down and caused people to leave.

Failure to have a succession plan for the family

business could leave bitterness within the family when,

after the founder dies, children who thought they had a
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place in the business find out they may not. The following

describes a case in which the father had encouraged his

daughter to earn a master's degree in business

administration, made her vice-president in charge of

finance, and indicated a place for her in top management.

The father died unexpectedly, leaving an incomplete

succession plan.

The succession plan my father left turned over
the leadership to my brother and a small group
of non-family professionals, with no mention or
provision for me at all. I felt betrayed and
humiliated by my father. I've always been very
close to my brother, but now I can't look him in
the eye without wanting to scream. I'm sorely
tempted to cash in my stock although I know
that would create havoc with the business right
now and go to work for one of our competitors.
(Kepner, 1983, p. 67)

Another example of elusive agreements between family

members and a lack of planning was described by

Levinson (1983):

[This is] the case of a man and wife who had
built a profitable business and asked their
son and his wife to take over. The son, a
business school graduate, had been employed
by another company but he responded to his
father's entreaties and returned. However,
the father and mother retained the controlling
stock. The father became increasingly senile
and unable to respond to the needs and decisions
of the business yet he kept forestalling
the son's wish and need to control. He would
not put his stock in a trust or in any other
way make it possible for appropriate decisions
to be made. Complicating matters, he was being
pursued by a predatory potential buyer whose
efforts threatened the son's position. Yet the
father would not hear the problems or advice of
the son, because he felt the son was trying to
take his company away from him. The mother,
always loyal to her husband, would not vote
her stock against the father.
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The son was faced with a choice between
(1) leaving and (2) staying with the business
and continuing to build it, while continually
running the risk that it might be swept from
under him. There was nothing he could do to
cope effectively with the situation. To leave
would be to let his father down; to stay would
be not only to run great risk, but also to
dissipate the years which if devoted to his
own or another business, would have enabled him
to attain much greater success. (pp. 75-76)

Studies indicated that those family firms that had

effective planning strategies remained successful.

Goldwasser (1986) found in the study of five large

successful family businesses that smooth transitions from

generation to generation did not occur automatically but

were carefully planned. Dyer (1986) found the key factors

in successful transition of family businesses involved two

areas: the overall health of the organization at the time

of transfer and the degree to which the ownership had

planned for a successful transition in leadership.

The Planning Process

Procedural steps in the planning process varied

among authors. Beckhard and Dyer (1983a) described

planning within a three-step process to manage change

within a family business. The first step was to define

the future state, that is develop a scenario of the family

and the business as it ideally will look after the change

takes place. Second, determine the present state: discuss

the problems that may develop in a change, identify the key

members involved, determine the attitudes of the key
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members, and outline the relationships among the key

players. Third, determine the transition state: describe

the kinds of structures that are needed to make the change

occur and the level of commitment from key players

required.

Lansberg (1983) believed the founder was the key to

the planning process. The first action in the process

involved recognizing and understanding the problem.

The second is making members aware of the problem. Third,

management should be separated from ownership in the

planning process. From an ownership perspective, the

family members are regulated according to family norms;

from a management perspective regulation is according to

business norms. For example, compensation is paid

according to worth in the business and dividends are paid

based on family ownership of stock.

Rosenblatt et al. (1985) stated that a strategic plan

must be developed for the family and its role in the

business. First, the family should prepare a mission

statement detailing the commitment of the family to

perpetuating the business. Second, the family should work

out a vision of what is ahead. Third, key programs should

be developed providing approaches to decision making

activities and dealing with conflicts. Fourth, objectives

should be established that specify steps for accomplishing

the goals the family has set.
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Assessment of the different components of the system

has been considered an important aspect of the planning

process. Hershon (1975) listed several considerations

necessary in order to analyze the family business. These

considerations included a history of the company, history

of the family, role of the mother/father in the family,

role of the wife and in-laws, role of significant nonfamily

members in the firm, birth order of the children,

education, age of the children, sophistication of

management, present strategy of the firm, earlier

strategies and reasons for shifts, present organization of

the firm, earlier organization in the firm, and

macroeconomic conditions before and during changes and

transitions.

Dyer (1986) assessed the family firm in relation to

cultural methods. The business culture was examined in

terms of managerial style: paternalistic, laissez-faire,

participative, or professional. The paternalistic culture

stressed a hierarchical structure where decisions were made

by the family leader, information remained with the family

leader, a high distrust existed towards outsiders, and

employees were supervised closely. The laissez-faire

culture was similar to paternalistic but the family leader

generally delegated more authority to lower-level decision

makers and a higher degree of trust existed between

employees and management. The participative culture, not

very common, developed relationships within the company
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towards group decision making and family power was

minimized. The professional culture referred to family

businesses where professional managers had been hired to

assume the management of the firm.

Dyer (1986) viewed the family in relation to three

cultural configurations: patriarchal, collaborative, and

conflicted. A patriarchal culture had a dominant authority

figure who set goals independent of input from other family

members. A collaborative family culture had family heads

who took spouses (if present) and children into confidence

when making decisions. Goals and values were shared,

families developed interdependent relationships, and effort

was made to work situations out cooperatively. A

conflicted family culture had an absence of shared goals

and was unable to develop problem-solving mechanisms.

Mistrust among family members was common and relationships

were in conflict

Kepner (1983) also analyzed the family culturally:

Families can be described in cultural terms by
the way they manage differences and conflicts,
individuation, emotional expressiveness, the
congruence of their perception and reality, and
separation and loss.(p. 62)

The importance of the individual family members was

stressed in the planning process by several researchers.

Rosenblatt et al., (1985) stated: "Even more influential

than physical circumstances will be the individual values

of family members" (p. 151). Kepner (1983) stressed the

importance of managing differences among family members.
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Differences in values, perceptions, goals, and purposes,

among individuals cannot always be resolved but instead

can be managed. Kepner states it is necessary to have

both individuation and unity. First, individuals ideally

should be able have individuation and to differentiate from

the family:

It is through separating that we find out who
we are; Our identity is a process of
distinguishing ourselves from everyone else.
We discover our unique qualities, capabilities,
and values by experiencing our
differences. (p. 60)

Second, this individuation ideally should be balanced with

unity within the family. The family as a unit should

agree on cohesive mechanisms that bring them together.

Too much of either individuation or unity can be harmful to

the family system.

In assessing a family business and in developing a

plan for the continuation of the firm, power can be an

important consideration. An effective plan cannot be

developed or directed without those members of the family

with the power supporting and leading the process.

Holland and Boulton (1984) discussed how family

constraints (controlling ownership and decision making)

may prevent managers (both family and non-family) from

operating a firm effectively. The manager who is

continually negotiating with the power member (usually the

founder) on elusive guidelines is less able to deal with

internal and external problems.
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As the goals of the individual, the family, and the

business are considered, the planning process becomes

more complex:

The more goals an organization has, the more
opportunity there is for conflict both within
an individual and between individuals. There
are more situations in which an individual may
be pulled in several directions and in which
people may have differing but equally legitimate
plans, wants, or intentions. (Rosenblatt et al.,
1985, p. 213)

Business and family goals should be identified separately.

Failure to separate the goals and treat each system

according to their respective objectives results in

confusion among the people in the business and in the

family (Rosenblatt et al., 1985). As J. A. Davis (1982)

stated, "When the goals of the family, management, and

ownership groups can be compatible, family managers can

act decisively and the firm can be a formidable

competitor" (p. 20).

Pine and Mundale (1983) discussed the planning process

in a plural sense rather than singular. The family

business plan comprises several subplans or parts.

The subplans are concerned with operational planning,

estate planning, business financial planning, management

successor planning, and business organizational planning.

Operational planning describes the procedure for meeting

with the family concerning the business. Goals of

individuals, goals of the business, procedures, and

standards are part of operational planning. Estate
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planning relates to asset distribution to the heirs and tax

considerations. Business financial planning deals with

financial reports, indicators of financial condition of the

business, and financial forecasts. Successor planning

describes procedures for developing future management in

the family business. Business organizational planning

deals with the structure of organization within the

business, non-family employees relation to the family

business, and the fit of family members within the

business.

Categories of Issues in Family Business Planning

Eleven categories of issues related to family

businesses were identified from the literature review:

family operational procedure, role identification,

ownership and control, time allocation, family estate

procedure, selection, compensation and dividends,

supervision, business organizational structure, and

business financial issues. The situation in each

unique business will vary in relation to each issue.

In the following section, the issue categories are

defined so that the planning process can be focused on

areas relevant to the situation.

Family Operational Procedure. This category refers

to the organizational methods used by the family to operate

the family business, and the degree or extent to which

family members are involved in managing, decision making,
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and planning. Included are the methods of communication

and information distribution used in the family to keep

members aware of the business (Pine & Mundale, 1983).

Role Identification. The subject of roles is a

primary issue within family businesses. Roles describe

what individuals do within the organization. Rosenblatt

et al. (1985) discussed three areas related to roles:

(a) The extent to which family members know what their

responsibilities are within the business. That is, are

the responsibilities well defined? (b) The ability of

the organization to create a "division of labor."

Responsibilities in the firm are assigned among different

family members so there is no overlap which could lead

to conflicts. (c) The ability of family members to

develop individuation or autonomy in the role they have

in the company, in relation to their personal ambitions.

Ownership and Control. Ownership and control are

separate, but usually related issues. Ownership refers to

the means by which stock is distributed among family

members (and possibly non-family members if part of the

ownership). Control refers to the degree of influence the

manager or president has in operating the business.

Control may be distributed among several members,

concentrated with the founder, or distributed in various

methods. Control changes as the business evolves through
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stages and the successor management assumes more power

(Holland & Boulton, 1984; Rosenblatt et al., 1985).

Time Allocation: This category refers to the ability

of the family business member to separate business life

from family life. Business members could become totally

involved in the company system and neglect their family

life, or business members could be involved excessively in

activities outside the business and the business would

suffer. The ideal situation would be a balance between

the two systems, allowing each to develop without

overpowering the other (Rosenblatt et al., 1985).

Family Estate Issues. Family estate issues concern

planning and distribution of the estate in anticipation of

death and taxes. Families involved in a family business

generally find the business to be the most significant part

of the estate. Items to consider include: planning to

minimize federal and state estate taxes, the formation of

trusts, specific distribution of assets to heirs, and legal

procedures necessary to implement the estate plan. Wills

and trusts can be used to distribute assets fairly,

allowing family members in the business to retain control

and those not in the business to obtain nonbusiness assets

(Kess & Westlin, 1977).

Selection. Rules and standards for family

members who join the family business were urged by several

authors. The family may want to allow opportunities for
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relatives to join the firm, and yet the business must hire

and retain only those members who are competent (Lansberg,

1983). Ward (1987) advocated establishing rules before

hiring takes place to prevent future problems from

developing. Selection issues might deal with performance

expectations, family employee responsibilities, methods of

promotion, and defining those family members who may join

the firm.

Compensation and Dividends. Compensation and

dividends both deal with distribution of money to family

members. Failure to distinguish between the two issues

could be a cause of conflict. Lansberg (1983) stated

work that members do in the business should be compensated

for based on performance. Dividends should be distributed

based on a return of investment of stock ownership.

Likewise, gifts distributed to family members should be

based on equality of family membership. Problems arise

in the business when all family members are paid equally

rather than according to their worth in the business.

Also, in regards to salaries, Rosenblatt (1985) reported

that family members are usually paid below their worth

in family businesses, rather than over paid.

Supervision of Family Members. As the successor or

other family members become involved in the business

conflicts developed over supervision (Rosenblatt et al.,

1985). Because family members find it difficult to

objectively separate themselves from parent/child or other
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family-role relationships, it is wise to have non-family

members of the business supervise family employees

wherever possible (Lansberg, 1983). In lower management

positions a senior non-family member could supervise. In

higher management positions a board of directors could

supervise a potential successor.

Business Organizational Structure. The organizational

structure issue deals with the firm's organizational

network in relation to the family business plan, including

the relationship family-member employees have within the

business organization. Also, nonfamily employees are often

times neglected when families develop organizational plans.

The lack of information, participation, and communication

could cause key employees to assume that they are not a

significant part of the business (Kepner, 1983). Teamwork,

management style, training methods, and communications are

concerns of organizational structure.

Succession Issue. As discussed earlier succession

is a crucial part of the planning process. Danco (1980)

described several considerations to be made prior to

determining a new management successor: the individual

should possess knowledge and experience; the management

teams willingness to accept the new manager; a group of

competent advisors available to work with him or her; the

systems ability to be set up so ownership does not become
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confused with management; and if possible the potential

to develop a working board of directors.

Business Financial Issues. The financial condition

of a business is a critical issue in developing a family

business plan. Dyer (1986) recognized it as the key issue,

(along with proper management transition), in successful

continuation of the family business. Family business

members should share financial reports and forecasts of

future sales, profits, and ratios with other family

members.

Characteristics of Successful Family Businesses

Dyer (1986), in relation to research on the cultures

of family businesses, listed characteristics found in

those businesses remaining successful through management

succession. The characteristics are summarized below:

1. The financial health of the business was positive.

2. The founder's involvement declined as the

successor became involved in the company.

3. Special care was taken in training and socializing

the successor.

4. There was a feeling of interdependency between the

founder and the successor versus being dependent

or counterdependent.

5. The family (as an organization) had a consistent

view of equity.

6. The family continually developed planning

procedures.
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7. The family developed mechanisms to manage

conflict.

8. The family was able to agree on critical goals

and strived to achieve those goals.

9 There was a high level of trust among family

members.

10 The board of directors had a clear area of

responsibility and power.

11. The board of directors was well-qualified to

advise the company.

Summary of Family Business Literature

The significant areas covered in the family business

literature review as they related to the planning process

are listed below.

1. The family business was viewed from a systems

perspective by most researchers. The family system and

business system each has separate goals and purposes. The

family is concerned with the caring and nurturing of the

family, and the business is concerned with the task and

performance of the firm. Overlap of the two systems create

problems.

2. Planning was viewed as an important process in the

continuation of family businesses. Considerations

involved: recognizing the need for planning; family

awareness of planning concerns; mission development;

developing a scenario of an ideal plan; assessment of the
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current state; making decisions needed to deal with needs

and conflicts; establishing family business objectives; and

determining the transition state under which the objectives

can be established.

3. Assessment was important in relation to three

areas: the individual, the family, and the business.

Effectiveness was realized when all three areas are

compatible.

4. Planning in the family business can involve

several subplans, including an estate plan, an operational

plan, a successor plan, a business organizational plan, and

a business financial plan.

5. Issues to be addressed within the family

business planning process include: family operational

procedures, role identification, ownership and control,

time allocation, family estate procedures, selection,

compensation and dividends, supervision, business

organizational structure, succession, and business

financial issues.

An Integration of Theory

Areas of Integration

The literature review included three areas of research

related to development of an integrated systems framework

for analyzing family business planning: family studies,

organizational development, and family business.
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Family studies. Review of family studies literature

provided an understanding of: the managerial process

involved in families; the systems framework as it relates

to family planning; the interaction of family subsystems;

and the behavioral dimensions in family management. The

model by Deacon and Firebaugh (1981) provided a basis for

developing an integrated systems framework to analyze the

planning process in family business. Application of the

Deacon-Firebaugh model by Olson and Beard (1985) and by

Sharpe and Winter (1982) provided further detail for the

framework development.

Organizational development. Review of organizational

development research provided an understanding of

organizations in relation to systems theory. While

organizational development theory is based on a task or

performance system, its components are similar to those of

family management theory. The Nadler and Tushman (1980)

organizational behavior model illustrated components of

the system as environment, resources, history, strategy,

informal organization, task, individual, and formal

organization.

Major considerations from organizational development

for the development of an integrated systems framework

involved three areas: analysis, leadership, and

congruence. The analysis method described by Friedman

and Yarbrough (1985) consisted of a systems diagnostic
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framework involving stages of: need awareness, problem

analysis, alternative selection, solution choice, and

implementation. Similarities exist between this

model and the model presented by Sharpe and Winter's

(1982) family managerial model. Leadership was discussed

as part of the diagnostic system of Friedman and Yarbrough

(1985), and described by Hersey and Blanchard (1982) as

a significant part of the managerial process. Congruence

was described by Nadler and Tushman (1980), and by Friedman

and Yarbrough (1985) as the fitting together of different

components within the organization.

The congruence theory, integrated into the proposed

family business planning framework, provides a means of

analyzing the family and the business as separate but

compatible systems. The family system could be viewed as

a system concerned with the caring of family members. The

business could be viewed in terms of a task system. To

be effective the two systems form a fit, a harmony, or

congruence. Nadler and Tushman (1980) viewed congruence as

relating to all aspects of the organization, how the

organization fits within the marketplace, and how

individuals fit within their positions in the company.

In family systems study, Hoffman (1981) used the term

coherence with similar meaning to congruence. Hoffman's

evolutionary paradigm discussed the need of the family to

fit in with its environment, and the individual to fit

within the family. Separate goals are recognized and
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encouraged, the focus being on a harmonious fit.

Family business. The family business literature

review identified the major issues concerning family

businesses. The major issues included: family operational

procedure, role identification, ownership and control,

time allocation, family estate procedure, selection,

compensation and dividends, supervision, business

organizational structure, succession, and business

financial issues. In addition, preliminary conditions

for successful planning in family businesses were

identified by Dyer (1986) as: having a financially healthy

company, a willingness by the founder to develop a plan,

and the identification of a potential successor.

Analytical Framework

Significant components of family studies,

organizational development, and family business research

theories/models were integrated to develop a systems

framework for analyzing family business planning. The

theoretical structure is illustrated in Figure 8.

Input. The input of demand occurrence and demand

awareness as described in the Sharpe and Winter (1982)

model were used in the planning framework. Certain

conditions, designated preliminary conditions in the

framework, were identified as necessary for planning to

occur. These conditions consisted of business financial

health, a potential successor identified, and a willingness
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founder to develop a plan (adapted from Dyer, 1986). In

addition, the leadership component was integrated into

the framework as a preliminary condition from

organizational development (Friedman & Yarbrough, 1985;

Hersey & Blanchard, 1982).

Planning Process (Throughput). The throughput or

planning process involves: (1) assessment of demands and

resources; (2) issue identification; (3) reconciliation,

(4) congruence, and (5) specific plan development.

1. An assessment process is used to understand

demands including goals, needs, and values. Resources

are assessed to identify material and human resources.

The process used is similar to goal clarification, demand

clarification, and resource assessment as described by

Olson and Beard (1985). The areas selected for assessment

include the individual, the family, and members of the

business.

2. The issue identification is the focus of the

assessment process. As discussed in the literature review,

the issue identification process organizes the areas of

concern in family planning. Main categories are

identified and are examined in relation to each unique

family business.

3. After the assessment and issue identification, the

next stage in the planning process is reconciliation.
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Olson and Beard (1985) discussed resource and demand

reconciliation as identification of obstacles to goal

achievement and ways to achieve them. In the proposed

integrated systems framework, reconciliation involves

bringing together, in an organized fashion, the demands,

resources, and issues identified in the assessment

process.

4. The congruence stage occurs in the integrated

systems framework after the reconciliation process.

This was not intended to be a new part of the planning

process, but rather an extension or a more detailed

study of the reconciliation stage. Congruence is

concerned with the harmony or fit of the individual, the

family, and business. For example, how do the goals and

demands of a daughter entering the family business as a new

employee fit in with the performance objectives of the

business?

The congruence aspect could become very complex when

dealing with all aspects of an organization. Nadler and

Tushman (1980) in their task-related organizational model

identified several areas of congruence in relation to

the individual, task, informal organization, formal

organization, and environment. Congruence should be

examined in a family business in relation to the fit

of the family business within the environment, the fit of
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nonfamily employees of the organization within the

business, the fit of the individual within the family, and

the fit of the family employee within the business (see.

Figure 9).

The primary congruence concern is the individual

family member fitting into the family business plan.

Researchers in family systems study emphasized the

importance of developing a plan based on individual

goals and family goals (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988;

Kantor & Lehr, 1975; Paolucci et al., 1977). Other areas

of congruence will be discussed such as the fit of the

nonfamily employee within the family business plan.

5. The specific plan development involves making

specific planning decisions based on the assessment,

issues, reconciliation, and congruence. Similar to

the family management models (Deacon & Firebaugh, 1988;

Olson & Beard, 1985; Sharpe & Winter, 1982) this stage

involves setting specific standards and action

sequencing.

Output. The output of the planning process would

include several subplans as discussed in the literature

review. These were identified as an operational

procedure plan, estate plan within the family,

business organizational plan, management succession plan,

and business financial plan.
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Qualitative Methodoloav

Business organizations have increasingly been studied

using forms of anthropological qualitative methodology such

as organization culture. In Corporate Cultures (1982),

Deal and Kennedy viewed business organizations in relation

to values, myths, rites and rituals, and cultural networks.

Louis (1981) believed qualitative methodologies were

necessary as a supplement to traditional quantitative

methods in assessing organizations. Quantitative methods

deal with social fact, realism, reductionism, prediction,

statistics and structure. Qualitative research concerns

relate to social definition, intersubjectivity,

interpretation, holism, synthesis, diagnosis, processes,

and dynamics. Qualitative methodology "refers in the

broadest sense to research that produces descriptive data:

people's own written or spoken words and observable

behavior" (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 5).

Qualitative research is an umbrella term used to

refer to several research strategies sharing specific

characteristics. Different fields of study have

developed their own understanding of qualitative research.

Some terms used to describe qualitative research are:

naturalistic, ethnographic, symbolic, interactionist,

interpretive, and ethnomethodological. Qualitative

research is also referred to as field research,
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phenomenology, case study, and descriptive research (Bogdan

& Biklin, 1982).

Qualitative data are referred to as soft data. Rich

in descriptive aspects dealing with people, situations,

thoughts, and conversations, qualitative data are not

generally handled well by statistical methods.

Research questions are not framed by
operationalizing variables; rather they are
formulated to investigate in all their
complexity, in context. While people
conducting qualitative research may develop a
focus as they collect data, they do not
approach the research with specific questions
to answer or hypotheses to test.
(Bogdan & Biklin, 1982, p. 2)

Data are collected through contact with the subject

in his/her environment. The two most common methods of

collecting data in qualitative research are participant

observation and in-depth interviewing. Features of

qualitative data include: Research is conducted in the

natural setting and the researcher is the instrument;

research is descriptive using words or pictures rather

than numbers; researchers are concerned with process

rather than simply outcomes; data are analyzed inductively

from the bottom up versus from the top down; and meaning

is of essential concern with the use of participant

perspectives (Bogdan & Biklin, 1982).

A qualitative research methodology, using a case

study, is appropriate for the research of family businesses

for several reasons. First, the study of family businesses

had been described in relation to cultural aspects (Dyer,
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1984). Cultural methods of study use qualitative research

as the primary method of investigation. Second, in

studying the individual, the family, and the business in

relation to the family business, a holistic view of the

system is desirable. The interaction of the different

systems and their interaction with the environment favors

holism versus reductionism. Third, the processes involved

in planning consist of unique dynamics that give preference

to qualitative methodology. Qualitative study methods

allow concentration on process and dynamics within

systems. Fourth, the proposed integrated systems framework

for analyzing family business planning structure involves

assessment of family businesses using diagnostic structures

developed from organizational management. Qualitative

research favors diagnostic methods over prediction.

Fifth, the field of family business study has been

developed only recently. Hollander (1983) described the

case study method of qualitative methodology as a first

step in system process research:

It includes inferences, intuition, fact, and
synthesis. Further, it allows for generation
of hypotheses to be tested in later research and
of new ideas. (p. 65)

The methodology proposed, using a case study, fits well

with exploratory or pilot study research.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction

Qualitative research, in the form of a case study,

was used to evaluate the proposed integrated systems

framework for analyzing family business planning. The

design of the study consisted of: design of

the research instrument, design of the fieldwork study,

and design of the model application procedure. Pearson's

(1987) model (see Figure 10) was used as a guide in

developing the three design areas. This chapter includes

the following sections:

1. Restatement of the Problem

2. Design of the Research Instrument

3. Design of the Fieldwork Study

4. Design of Model Application Procedure

Restatement of the Problem

The purpose of the study was to create an integrated

systems framework to analyze the planning process in

family businesses. To this point, the following objectives

have been met: a literature review was conducted in

the areas of family studies, organizational development,
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Figure 10. Research Design (adapted from Pearson, 1987).
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family business, and qualitative research methods; major

components of the planning process were identified from

these specific areas; and an integrated systems framework

for analyzing family business planning was proposed. The

research design, data collection, refinement of the model,

and analysis are discussed in the remainder of the study.

Design of the Research Instrument

Family Business Planning Framework

The research instrument consisted of the Integrated

Systems Framework for Analyzing Family Business Planning.

This is illustrated in Figure 11 and was described in

detail in Chapter II, under "Integration of Theory". The

instrument was developed after reviewing literature in the

areas of family studies, organizational management, and

family business sources. Major components of the planning

process were identified. A model was proposed. The

model was refined by using a jury method: Experts

from the area of organizational development, family

studies, and family business provided input into the

refinement process. The refined Integrated Systems

Framework for Analyzing Family Business Planning (also

referred to as the Family Business Planning Framework)

consisted of seven stages:

1. Facilitating conditions. The business is

analyzed in relation to demand occurrence and

demand recognition. Preliminary conditions are
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identified as necessary for planning to occur

effectively.

2. Assessment. The individual, family, and business

goals/demands are assessed in relation to the

family business.

3. Issues to consider. The issues the family

business was concerned with are identified.

4. Reconciliation. The individual, family, and

business goals/demands are clarified in relation

to the issues

5. Congruence. The fit of the individual family

member goals with the goals of the family

business is examined. Consideration is also

given for congruence of nonfamily employee goals

with those of the family business.

6. Specific plan. The information collected in the

previous stages provides the basis for decision

making, standard setting, and sequencing of the

plan.

7. Plan output. The result of the planning process

is a finalized plan.

Individual Congruence Profile

The Individual Congruence Profile was an extension of

the congruence assessment (Stage V) in the Integrated

Systems Framework for Analyzing Family Business Planning.
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(see Figure 12). The Individual Congruence Profile

organizes the data of individual family member goal

attainment and family business goal attainment as to

congruence. A separate profile is developed for each

family member.

Matrix Explanation. The matrix is divided into four

quadrants. Quadrant I indicates high individual goal

attainment and low business goal attainment. Quadrant II

indicates an ideal congruence of goals with high

individual and high business attainment. Quadrant III

indicates low individual goal attainment and low

business goal attainment. Quadrant IV indicates low

individual goal attainment and high business goals

attainment.

Goal attainment is based on the eleven issues

identified in the literature review. The 11 categories

of issues are: (1) family operational procedure, (2) role

identification, (3) ownership and control, (4) time

allocation, (5) family estate procedures, (6) selection,

(7) compensation and dividends, (8) supervision,

(9) business organizational structure, (10) succession, and

(11) business financial issues. Each issue is number coded

when placed on the matrix.

Rating Scale. The rating scale for the matrix

is based on the degree of satisfaction the individual

attained in relation to his/her goals in the family
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Figure 12. Individual Congruence Profile in Family Business

High

Individual Goals

Low

I

IDEAL
CONGRUENCE

II
High Individual Goals High Individual Goals
Low Business Goals High Business Goals

III IV
Low Individual Goals Low Individual Goals
Low Business Goals High Business Goals

Low

Family Business Goals

High

Individual/Family Business Congruency in relation to the
following Issues (congruency is measured for each issue
separately):

Family Operational Procedure, Role Identification,
Ownership and Control, Time Allocation, Family
Estate Procedures, Selection, Compensation and
Dividends, Supervision, Business Organizational
Structure, Succession, and Business Financial Issues

Assessment:
Determine individual and family business goals in
relation to wants, needs, characteristics, purposes,
values, perceptions, and goals.

Effectiveness:
Based on the degree of congruency between the
individual goals and family business goals in
relation to the issues specified.
Quadrant I High individual goal satisfaction

Low family business goal satisfaction
Quadrant II High individual goal satisfaction

High family business goal satisfaction
Quadrant III Low individual goal satisfaction

Low business goal satisfaction
Quadrant IV Low individual goal satisfaction

High family business goal satisfaction
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business. Similarly, the rating scale of the family

business was based on the degree of satisfaction

attained in relation to the business goals. Comparison is

made for each of the 11 issues. A rating scale of 1

(indicating low goal attainment) to 6 (indicating high goal

attainment) was used.

For example, the owner of a family business has

organized the roles (issue 2) of the business so that

family employees had well-defined positions, the positions

are separated to avoid overlap conflicts, and the

individual members are given space to develop an identity.

The roles were developed in accordance with the owner's

desires. The owner is assigned a high goal attainment

(rating of 6). The family business benefited from having

well-defined positions, a division of labor, and autonomy.

The business is well organized and effective because of its

role definition. Therefore, the family business has a high

goal attainment (a rating of 6). The congruence score

of the individual family member goal attainment

satisfaction and the family business goal attainment falls

high in Quadrant II, showing an ideal congruence.

The rating system is based on the judgement of the

researcher. Data from the interviews, observations, and

documented information provide the basis for the ratings.

The researcher assigns a score from 1 to 6 to the issue

being rated. The researcher then describes each issue

situation in a brief summary recorded at the end of the
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individual congruence profile. This explains the reason

for the rating score.

In the process of the study, the definition of goal

attainment was expanded. Goal attainment refers to the

degree of satisfaction the family member or family business

was perceived to have in relation to attaining their

goal at a particular time. The time dimension refers to

the present time period. For example, a daughter may

eventually want to become president of the family business.

At the present time she is a department manager. She is

very satisfied in this position, realizing it is a

preliminary step to gaining experience. She would not be

qualified at the present time to take over the top

position. Therefore, in the rating she would be perceived

by the researcher as having high goal attainment because

her present goals are being satisfied. If she still

retained the same position in five years, had gained the

needed experience, and was dissatisfied with her slow

advancement, she would be perceived as having a lower goal

attainment satisfaction rating.

Composite Summary of Individual Conaruencv Profiles

As a result of the application of the model to the

case study, it was decided to develop a composite summary

of all the individual congruency profiles. The Composite

Summary of Profiles was illustrated in the same format as

the individual congruency profile except it includes scores
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of all members of the family. Each family member is coded

in relation to an index provided on the profile. This

provides an overall assessment of congruency in relation to

the family as a whole.

Design of the Fieldwork Study

The following procedure was used in the design of the

fieldwork study:

1. A case study was determined to be the most

effective means of evaluating the model. The

interview was selected to be the primary method of

gathering data for a case study. Observational

and archival data were used to supplement the

interviews.

2. Criteria were established for selecting the case

study.

3. An interview guide was developed to gather

information about the individual, the family,

and the business.

4. The case was described in regards to setting,

history, environment, and people involved.

5. Individuals were selected to be interviewed.

6. Additional sources of information were selected

(e.g., financial reports, articles, and historical

documents).
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Case Selection Criteria

The family business selected for the case study was

based on several criteria. First, the family business

needed to be large enough in resources and assets to

consider a family business plan. The business needed to be

beyond the survival state. Second, the business needed to

have family members involved in the operation of the

business. The researcher was not interested in a company

where family members did not manage the company. Third,

management succession had to be an issue relevant to the

business. Fourth, there needed to be cooperation with the

family business members to share personal and financial

information about the business and the family.

Case Description

The case study used in the fieldwork design was

referred to as "Midwestern Oil Company." The family

operating the business was referred to as the "Johnson

family." The business name, the business location, the

family members' identification, the employees' names, and

minor identification information were changed to protect

anonymity of family members and business employees.

Midwestern Oil Company was established in 1972 when

Earl Johnson, the present chief executive officer,

purchased 18 gasoline service stations from a large oil

and gas distributor. The company had decided to divest
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itself of service stations in the midwest and concentrate

on its market in the Eastern United States. Earl was the

Northcentral District Manager for the company at the time

of the sale. He had been with the company for several

years in various management positions.

Midwestern Oil Company, at the time of the study,

operated 25 company-owned stations and supplied gasoline to

45 independent convenience store operations. The

independent stations were controlled by a special lease

agreement with Midwestern. The leases specified that

Midwestern supply the tanks, pumps, and gasoline to the

stations, and the profits would be split between the two

parties. The company owned and operated five gasoline

transport trucks as a separate division of the company.

The company also owned and operated four convenience

stores. Sales of gasoline totaled 45 million gallons

and total dollar sales of all products exceeded $50

million for 1987.

The newly remodeled company offices were located in

the industrial city of "Riverdale." The company had

extensive computer operations to monitor financial and

operational transactions. There were 46 staff employees in

this location in sales, accounting, station supervision,

auditing, credit, scheduling, and dispatching of gas

trucks. In addition to the staff employees, there were 92

employees in the service station operation. These included

station managers, assistant managers, and station
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attendants. High turnover of employees in the station

operation is characteristic of the service station

industry, according to those members of the business

interviewed.

The company was purchased by Earl with a loan for

$1 million. At the time of the study, Earl had repaid the

loan and accumulated a business and estate totalling over

$5 million.

The family had an increasingly important role in the

family business. The children all shared in the ownership

of the firm. The family consisted of Earl (founder/father)

age 61, Shirley (wife/mother) age 62, and their four

children. Mary Sheldon, age 41, the oldest daughter, lived

50 miles away, and had been married for 18 years. Jerry

Johnson, age 39, the only son, was married, lived in

Riverdale, and worked as an automotive mechanic. Beth

Pierce, age 32, was married and also lived in Riverdale.

Beth's husband, Dan Pierce (age 33) was employed by the

company as a division manager. He was the only family

member other than Earl employed by the company at the time

of the study. Wendy Goldsmith, age 30, the youngest child,

lived in an adjacent suburb, was divorced, and had a

management position with a large wholesale grocery firm.

In 1980, Midwestern Oil Company was incorporated as

part of an estate planning program. The four children each

received 22.5% of the corporation stock in the form of a
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gift. The remaining 10% of the corporation was owned by

Earl and Shirley. Earl and Shirley still retained control

of the corporation as their stock was voting stock and the

children's stock was designated nonvoting stock.

Earl held the position of president and still

actively operated the business. The six department

managers in the company all reported to him. Dan Pierce

(son-in-law), a department manager, was in charge of the

Independent Service Station Department. This department

dealt with the contracts for the independent stations, and

had performed very well the past few years. Dan had been

active in the business full-time for five years and had

previously worked part-time in the business while attending

college. Dan had a degree in business administration. His

desire was to move into the senior management position.

Jerry Johnson, (Earl's son) had been involved in the

business several years previous, and had been invited to

come back into the firm. Jerry had indicated that he did

not want a management position and that if he returned, he

would deal with maintenance of the station equipment.

Tentative agreement had been reached on Jerry's returning

to the business.

Design of Model Application Procedure

The following procedure was followed in applying the

Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing Family Business
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Planning (including the congruency profiles) to the case

study:

1. The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning was used as the

procedural structure for collecting data.

2. The data collection findings were reported in

the following steps: (a) examined facilitating

conditions; (b) assessed the demands, goals, and

resources of the individual, family, and

business; (c) identified the issues;

(d) reconciliated the assessment in relation

to the issues; (e) assessed the congruence using

the congruence profiles developed. The results

of the findings would be used to develop and

implement a final family business plan.

3. The sections of the model were evaluated.

4. The model was refined based on the evaluation.

5. Analysis of findings, conclusions, and

recommendations for future research were

reported.

Collection of Data

Three methods were used to gather data. These

included interviews, archival data, and observation.

Interviews. Interviews were conducted with members of

the immediate family, in-laws involved in the business, and

key employees of the firm. The immediate family consisted
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of the founder (father), mother, three daughters, and one

son. The son-in-law of the founder (Dan Pierce) was

involved in the business and was included in the

interviews. The key employees interviewed consisted of the

six managers of the company.

An interview guide was used to ensure that all topics

were discussed. This was not a structured schedule but

rather a list of general areas to be covered in each

interview (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). (The interview guides

are included in the appendices: Appendix A includes the

interview guide used for family members employed in the

business, Appendix B includes the interview guide for

family members not employed in the business, and Appendix

C includes the interview guide for key employees who were

not family members).

Personal interviews were conducted over an 8 week

period. Interviews of staff members lasted 1 to 3 hours.

Interviews with the founder (Earl) and the potential

successor (Dan) lasted 8 to 10 hours each, and involved

several sessions. Dan and Earl provided much of the

organizational background and history of the company. The

other family member interviews lasted approximately 2 hours

each. The interview of one family member, Mary Sheldon,

was conducted by telephone because of the distance

involved.

An introductory letter explaining the purpose and

conditions of the study was sent to the founder after the
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initial contact (see Appendix D). A notice was given to

each family member (see Appendix E) and each employee (see

Appendix F) informing them of the study and their roles in

the study.

Archival Data. Various forms of archival data were

used to supplement the interview. These archival data

included financial reports, previous business and

organization plans, personal notes by the founder and

potential successor (Dan), a magazine article about the

business, and a company history book. The company history

book consisted of photographs of the stations and

ceremonial banquets in honor the employees. The magazine

article, from a state business magazine, discussed the

success of the business. The organizational plans were

prepared annually by Dan.

Observation. Observational data were used in addition

to the interviews and archival data. This data collection

method included observing the interaction of family members

and business employees. The researcher also attended a

family business meeting observing the discussion of issues

involved in the operation of the firm.

Evaluation of Model

The data collected in the interviews, observations,

and documented sources were organized in relation to the

proposed framework. The sections of the model were

each evaluated as the findings were reported. The model
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was refined based on the evaluations. This was evident

in the congruency profiles, where further definitions

and explanations were provided for use of the instrument.

An analysis of the findings, conclusions, and

recommendations for future research were reported.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Introduction

The data collected in the research study were reported

within the structure of the proposed Integrated Systems

Framework for Analyzing Family Business Planning (refer to

Figure 11). In each section the findings of the case

study are reported and evaluation is made on the

performance of the model. The sections in this chapter

are:

1. Facilitating Conditions

2. Assessment

3. Issues to Consider

4. Reconciliation

5. Congruence

6. Specific Plan Development

7. Plan Output

Facilitating Conditions

In the Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning, the facilitating conditions were

described as those conditions necessary for planning to

occur. These were identified as demand occurrence, demand
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recognition, and preliminary conditions. The preliminary

conditions consisted of the financial stability of the

family business, successor potential, founder willingness,

and leadership commitment.

Demand Occurrence

To initiate an organized family business planning

process, a need or demand must exist. A beginning business

without significant assets, multiple family members, or

retiring owners would have a lower demand for a family

business plan than would a well-established business with

substantial assets, multiple family member involvement, and

a retiring owner.

The initial contact with Midwestern Oil Company

indicated a high demand for a formal planning structure.

The estimated assets of the family and business combined

were over $5 million. The business employed 140

individuals, making it an important influence in the

communities where the stations were located, and on the

welfare of those families relying on the income and

benefits provided by the company. The founder was 61 years

of age and considering retirement in the near future.

There were family members involved in the business and a

potential of other family members joining the firm. In

addition, family members owned stock in the company. The

stock ownership was divided among the four children, each
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with 22.5% (nonvoting stock) and the father with 10%

(voting stock).

Demand Recognition

Even though there may be a need for planning to occur,

that need is many times not recognized. In the initial

interview, Earl Johnson (the founder) described several

other owners within the oil industry as having little

concern for future planning. These companies had

substantial assets, family member involvement, and

retiring founders, yet had not developed estate planning

measures or plans for future management. Earl, in

contrast, was well-informed on the subjects involved in

family business planning.

The Johnson family demonstrated a high recognition of

need in relation to family business planning. This was

indicated by actions taken by the family firm, such as

the establishment of family business meetings, family

business seminar attendance, distribution of stock

to family members, involvement of accountants and

attorneys in financial planning, and the hiring of outside

management consultants.

Preliminary Conditions

Financial Stability. The financial condition of a

family business is important in determining the need for

planning. A company with significant assets will require
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more tax considerations, estate distribution, and stock

ownership considerations than a company with few assets.

In addition, there are more resources available to a

financially strong company than to a financially weak one.

A company facing financial problems will be engrossed in

survival tactics rather than planning for distribution of

assets. Inheritance issues are more relevant when assets

are significant. As Danco (1982) discussed, family

businesses should be concerned with planning that is beyond

the survival state.

Midwestern Oil Company was a substantial corporation

by itself with assets of over $1 million and yearly sales

of $50 million. Many additional assets were within the

estate of the founder and were not included in the

listing of corporate assets. The equity will provide

resources for attorneys, accountants, training,

and specialists necessary for implementing a plan.

Successor Potential. The family business is usually

concerned with a successor to take over the management of

the firm. If a successor does not exist, the family or

founder may either identify a future successor or make

plans to sell the business. The final plan should include

the training and socialization of the successor into the

company. The purpose of this section is to determine if a

successor has been identified and briefly assess his or her

potential.
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In the Midwestern Oil Company, the only family member

presently in the firm was Dan Pierce, Earl's son-in-law.

Members of the family and the business staff indicated

he would be the likely heir apparent for managing the

company. Earl had not made this announcement formally but

indicated this would probably happen in the next few years.

Founder Willingness. The founder had taken several

steps indicating the desire to develop a family business

plan. The family business operational meetings, the

distribution of stock to family members, the outside

seminar attendance by family business members,

the use of attorneys and accountants, and the training of

Dan Pierce in the business all indicated a willingness to

develop a constructive plan.

Leadership. The willingness to develop a plan does

not always indicate action. There is a need for those in

a position of leadership to develop a plan and follow it

through. Earl had delegated some responsibility to Dan and

Beth (daughter) in implementing family business meetings.

He had directed attorneys and accountants to develop an

estate plan and distributed stock to the children. The

founder and the family will need to make significant

decisions in the next few years that will require

leadership. Earl had not shared the decision-making

responsibility with other members of the family but had

made and directed the decisions by himself. Further
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development of Dan as the successor will require clear

leadership decisions in relation to Dan's upper management

position. The control of the company will be a significant

leadership issue. Even though the stock was distributed

evenly among the children, Earl's 10% stock ownership will

be the controlling voting stock. Whoever ends up with that

10% will control the company. The future distribution of

the service station property through Earl's and Shirley's

estate will require thoughtful decision making. This

property is necessary to operate the company as the service

stations are the main source of gasoline sales. In an

estate plan settlement, should these properties be sold,

the corporation could be devastated due to a loss of sales.

The founder's leadership will be important in bringing

together all interested parties, using good judgement,

making critical decisions, and developing a successor.

In summary, the Johnson family business (Midwestern

Oil Company) recognized a need to establish a family

business plan. It demonstrated that strong preliminary

conditions were present. The financial stability of the

company was strong, a successor had been identified for

taking over the management of the firm, the founder was

willing to develop a plan, and issues involving

leadership were identified.
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Evaluation of Facilitating Conditions Section

This section of the Integrated Systems Framework

for Analyzing Family Business Planning provided a

thorough structure for considering conditions necessary

for the planning process to be initiated. The

Deacon-Firebaugh model, as expanded on by Olson and Beard

(1985) and Sharpe and Winter (1982), provided valuable

input into the planning framework. In addition, the

preliminary conditions necessary for family business

planning to occur (adapted from Dyer, 1986), identified

financial stability, successor potential, and founder

willingness as specific areas of importance particular to

family businesses. Based on Friedman and Yarbrough's

(1985) diagnostic model, leadership was integrated as a

significant consideration in evaluating the conditions for

effective planning to occur. The leadership aspect was the

most elusive of the criteria in examining facilitating

conditions because it was difficult to judge the future

situation in relation to present leadership. The success

of a future plan will depend on the role of the leader in

making decisions and implementing the plan developed.

Assessment

In the Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning, assessment involved those

internal areas of the family business system influencing
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the process of planning. The areas included assessing

individual family members, the family, and the business.

Individual family member assessment was the most

significant area because it was also a source for assessing

the family and the business. The business system was also

assessed by using nonfamily key employee interviews and

archival data.

The structure of the Johnson family is presented in

Figure 13. The business was viewed in relation to

culture, goals, organizational structure, financial

condition, and resources. An organizational structure of

the business is illustrated in Figure 14. The issues

related to the assessment were considerations parallel

to those described in this section on assessment. The

issues will be described in the next section.

Individual Family Member Assessment

The Founder (Earl). As in most family businesses, the

founder of Midwestern Oil Company played a significant part

in the family and in the business. He was the primary

source of information on the company as he was present in

the formation of the business, struggled through the

development years, was still the chief executive officer

(CEO), and had taken specific steps in developing a future

management program. As a family member, he was a strong

father figure, influential in family decisions, and

respected among the children and his spouse.
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Figure 13. Family Structure of the Johnson Family

Father Mother

Earl Johnson*
Age: 61

Shirley Johnson
Age: 62

Mary Sheldon Jerry Johnson Beth Pierce Wendy Goldsmith
[daughter] [son] [daughter] [daughter]
Age 41 Age 39 Age 32 Age 30

John Sheldon Sandy Johnson Dan Pierce*
[husband] [wife] [husband]
Age 42 Age 37 Age 33

*Employed in the family business Midwestern Oil Company
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Figure 14. Midwestern Oil Company Organizational Structure

President
Chief Executive Officer

Earl Johnson*

I I I
I I

1 1 1 I 1 1

Company Administative Credit Financial Transpor. Independ.
Store Store

Manager Manager Manager Manager Manager Manager

Sue Brad Sarah Kathy Frank Dan

Pierce*

*Family Member Employed in the Business
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Earl takes pride in past accomplishments of the

business. He borrowed $1 million 16 years ago to

establish the business. At the time of the interview

the loan had been paid off and the business/estate was

valued at least five times that amount.

The following statement reflects Earl's attitude

toward the members of the business:

I try to be fair, courteous, respectful, as
much as possible. I try to be patient but
have fired some. Sometimes I have to go home
at night and not say anything [in relation to
personnel problems] the next day I am better.
I try to admit when I am wrong. I try to
evaluate each person that reports to me. As a
manager it is my job to help them in their
weak points. Employees should feel free to
run their part of the company. (2)

Earl was able to balance his time between the business

and the family. According to several sources, the value

of time with his family was important. Measures had been

taken to ensure separation of the two systems.

We do not spend time talking about the business
at home. When I lock the door I can forget
about it. (3)

[Earl] is very active in church. He is not a
person who parties. He stays home. He does
things with his kids. (33)

Earl's goals revolved around the family business

issues, dealing with concerns for family members and the

continuation of the business. In discussing succession,

Earl evaluated Dan in relation to his abilities to take

over the business. Earl was not convinced that Dan had the
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maturity or the experience needed to be the successor. The

stock transfer to the children was set up for their

financial security. Family meetings were developed to

inform family members about the business and to acquaint

them with their responsibilities as stockholders.

The personal goals of Earl were less evident. He

discussed passing management and control to Dan under

the supervision of a board of directors. This

would put Earl in an advisory position involving less

active management. Earl did not have a plan of what he

would do with this time, should he step down. Shirley,

Earl's wife, described the situation should he decide

to retire:

Earl does not have many outside interests, we
have a part-time gardener Earl does not enjoy
flowers or shopping. I buy all his clothes. He
should keep in [the] business. (33)

Earl reported sailing was an important leisure time

activity. He had sailed frequently in the Atlantic Ocean

and had made two overseas trips.

Founder's Spouse (Shirley). Shirley was involved in

the family as the traditional mother and wife. She was not

active in the business nor was she familiar with the

basic operation of the firm. It was evident that the

responsibilities of the family fell mainly in her area.

This reportedly provided a positive relationship in the

marriage. The situation was described in the following

quotation:
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Since 1972, when we started the business, it
is Earl's whole life. I have gone along with
everything positively. The family has always
supported the business. I had pangs about if
it would work but I had faith in his knowledge.
There was lots of hard work. There were many
sleepless nights on his part. I always sleep.
I have confidence in him. We enjoyed it over
the years. I supported him. It would be hard
if you did not support him. (33)

As Shirley considered the future and their goals as a

couple, she anticipated problems if Earl should retire.

She also wanted the business passed on to Dan (son-in-law).

An ideal situation would involve Dan taking over the

business on a gradual basis that would allow Earl a slow

phaseout. Shirley described the situation in the

following interview statements:

I hope he can pass it on when he is ready to
step down that he can let go. I don't think
he should retire but hope he lets go gradually.
Psychologically it is good for him to work he
has to be able to have a place to go. (33)

There is a problem when a man comes home
[retires]. We have instilled independence
in me. (33)

Shirley had developed an independence separate from

the business. Yet, she supported Earl in his role within

the business and realized the benefits provided by the

business. The financial success of the firm had allowed

her to have material items for living a comfortable life.

Although Shirley was not involved in the operational

aspects of the business, she was familiar with the major

issues as they influenced the family. She had attended
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several meetings with Earl, Dan, and Beth concerning the

family business. Issues with which she was familiar

included the succession situation with Dan and Beth, the

control of the corporation with the 10% voting stock (owned

by Earl), the use of an outside board of directors to

supervise Dan, and the fair treatment of all family members

in the operation of the family business. In the event of

Earl's sudden death, the leadership and decisions would be

passed on to her. A board of advisors has been selected

to assist her should Earl die before a successor has been

trained.

Oldest Child (Marv). Mary, age 41, was the oldest

child of Earl and Shirley. The family business was not an

influence on Mary or her brother, Jerry, because it was

purchased after both had left home. Earl worked for the

oil company as a division manager during their childhood.

The position required extensive travel. In contrast, when

the family business was purchased Earl was able to spend

more time at home as the position required less travel.

Mary lived in a community 50 miles east of Riverdale.

She was married, had children, and her husband (John) was

employed as a supervisor at a large power company. The

Sheldons had been independent of family financial support

even though there had been some hard times throughout

Mary's life. Mary was not concerned with the family

business. In the interview there was no interest shown in
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becoming involved in the family operational process of the

company. The following statements reflected this position:

I am no part of it [the family business].
It doesn't make any difference any more. (38)

No one ever discussed the business with me.
I hear things. I am proud of my father for
what he had done. (39)

I am not concerned about my stock it never
meant anything to me. I can't even remember
where I put it. (39)

Mary was a significant owner of stock in the family

business, yet she did not show any interest in becoming

involved. The family business had no influence on the

Sheldons' lives or financial plans. The stock was valued

at over $250,000. Either the stock was viewed as not

having any utility presently (and possibly in the future)

or there was a reluctance of becoming dependent on the

money of the family, which might bring on other

commitments. The reason for the lack of interest was not

evident, but the feeling was obvious:

All the talk and information [about the
business] goes over the top of my head.
It does not have anything to do with me.
I think my dad set all this up for tax
purposes. The stock value does not make any
difference to me. (40)

Mary was not concerned about issues relating to the

operation of the firm, but she did comment on the future

successor. She discussed Dan and Beth as being the

logical successors but indicated the process should be

gradual. Satisfaction was reported in relation to
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her father being able to fulfill his dream. Mary had a

time conflict so had not attended the family business

meeting and she had not indicated any desire to reschedule

it.

In the interview, Mary mentioned that the stock may be

useful in planning her retirement. Recently Mary had

accepted a monetary gift from her parents. Although Mary

had not indicated any interest in the business or the

estate, should something happen to Earl and Shirley the

situation may change.

Second Child (Jerry). Jerry, age 39, was the only son

in the family. He was working as a mechanic in a local

automotive tune-up shop, where he had been for the past

several years. Jerry indicated he was not a

management-type person and desired to stay out of

situations involving possible conflicts. Before working in

his present position, he had worked in the family business

but left because of problems.

I had worked for my dad in the business for
two years but we had some problems. I think
this was because of two reasons. First, dad
was unsure of himself. I don't think he was
ready to have me there. Second, I am a
nonmanagement-type person and we were looking
at me as management. (41)

Dad always tried to keep someone between us
so that I did not work directly for him. I
was upset with the person I was working for
but not at my dad. (41)

Jerry described himself as not being close to his

father although they only live about four miles apart.
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Recently Jerry had perceived a warming in their

relationship and an openness concerning the business.

Plans had been developed to bring Jerry back into the

firm. Jerry described his goals in relation to the family

business:

[My goals] fit in well. I don't want an
aggressive role in the company. No one
would be put out of work. I think I have
certain talents in the maintenance of stations.
I work hard and could help the company. I
could be basically an employee. There would
be no problem with Dan going his way. I could
see myself as in an advisory position maybe
but not managing people. I back down from
conflicts. (43)

In going back into the business Jerry was concerned

about the salary and benefits. The new position with

Midwestern would require a cut in pay.

If I go back in the business, I will have
to take a cut in wages to work for dad. I

would have a working role not a management
role. (41)

Jerry's wife, Sandy, indicated a problem with the new

position. She was pleased with his returning to the

company but was concerned about the loss in pay and the

increased travel the maintenance position would require.

Jerry had a broad knowledge of the business, and

although not interested in management, was well informed on

the issues. Concerning a successor, he described Dan as

the best prospect but indicated there should be a

transition period of 4 or 5 years under the direction

of a board of directors. Jerry displayed excitement and
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hope for the future of the family business.

[We should be] the number one independent
gasoline supplier in the midwest which I don't
think is impossible. I want to see it grow if
it is done wisely. I think we should stay in the
areas we know gasoline. Not convenience
stores and tires. We know gasoline. (42)

In coming back into the business, Jerry would have

more contact with the family and especially with those

family members in the business. The relationship with the

other family members seemed workable.

We get along fine. Sometimes I may have to
fight my younger sisters [joking]. My older
sister does not have any desires concerning the
business. My younger sisters are rather
headstrong they can be aggressive. (43)

Third Child (Beth). Beth, age 32, was the most

involved of the children in the business and in the family.

She also managed a 60-unit apartment complex owned by her

father. Beth's husband, Dan, was the only family member

involved in the business at this time other than Earl.

Beth was informed about the business operations and the

issues of the family business. She was more actively

involved and knowledgeable than her mother.

My mother does not have a strong role in the
business. She does not know what is going on.
I want to be a little more involved. Jerry
might get involved in the business, this would
be okay as he could feed me information about
the business. (27)

Beth was concerned about future goals in relation to

her husband's position. She and Dan agreed as to the

future position he should hold:
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[In the future] Dad as CEO, and Dan as
President. Dan would manage the company and
Dad would play more. Dan would need approval
and gradually increase responsibilities as
time went on. (27)

The need for further planning for a successor was

important and had been neglected, according to Beth. Earl

did not operate with a formal plan, whereas Dan would like

to have some written direction. Earl was educated in the

industry and gained experience as the business developed.

Dan had a business degree and approached management

systematically. Every year Dan wrote a lengthy business

plan with suggestions for the future.

The compensation Dan received for working in the

business is perceived by Beth as being low.

Concerning compensation, I don't think my
husband makes enough but he gets raises and
bonuses. The salary should follow the
position. (28)

The business was viewed by Beth as being a positive

influence on their lives. This was carried over from

her earlier life as a child with her father in the

business.

Concerning hours spent at home, Dad would
usually drop us off at school in the morning
and he was usually home by 6:00 at night. He
left his business at the business and usually
did not talk business at home. I had a real
positive view of the business as he
did. (26)

She found a similar routine, balance, and attitude with her

husband.
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He leaves at 5:30 AM and comes home a little
after 6:00 PM. The time balance is good. My
mother went through the same life style and
she was always happy and positive, so I think
I have learned that way of life as being
positive. When Dan is home we have quality
time. (28)

Beth had a grasp of issues facing the business itself.

She was aware of the business strategy needed to keep the

company operating in the future. She discussed the need

for upgrading service stations, providing more training

for employees, improving customer service, and eliminating

nonproducing stations.

The relationship among family members concerning the

business was perceived as good by Beth. Beth and Dan had

received some criticism from Beth's sisters concerning the

Mercedes used by Dan as a company car and the convention

trips they were able to take. Beth had been instrumental

in sending information and literature to other family

members concerning family business issues, promoting

the family business meetings, and bringing up issues

relevant to the future of the business. Beth realized that

her father controls the business and the estate, and if

something should happen to him the business and estate

would be intertwined. If specific succession issues,

such as the control of the 10% stock and the service

station property were not decided, Dan would not have the

power to control the business as Earl does now.
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Son-in-law (Dan). Dan started with the company while

attending college and majoring in business administration.

He joined the firm full-time after graduation. The

following statement reflected his attitude toward the

company.

I have been with the company for 5 years
full-time. I have never reported to Earl.
The name gets you into this business but you
have to perform. I have worked my way up to the
Independent Store Division manager. I worked
with Frank (who previously had a stroke) and
I was his righthand man. We go out and put tanks
into convenience stores the whole operation
with pumps. We put these on 10 year leases.
They collect the money and get a percentage of
sales. I go out and work up contracts there
is about $75,000 in each installation. We have
about 45 leases out now. (20)

As discussed in the assessment of Beth, Dan has

prepared a yearly business plan concerning organizational

job descriptions, strategy of the business, and decisions

related to succession in the future. The plan described

Dan's goals with the company.

I feel that I, much like Earl, possess the
entrepreneurial spirit and drive that are
necessary to formulate a vision capable of
carrying the company on in the future. (69)

In the plan, Dan discussed a buyout proposal that

would enable him to purchase control of the company over

several years. The transfer of power in the plan was

reflected in a proposed organizational chart, which would

eliminate a key manager with whom Dan has had difficulties,

and place Dan as the president. Earl would assume the role
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of chairman of the board. Earl had commented on this plan

as being premature and Dan as "rushing" the process.

As with Beth, Dan perceived the business as being

compatible with family life. The hours spent at work

reflected a long day, yet the time spent at home was

apparently sufficient. The family also tried to portray a

positive image of the business to their children. This

interview statement reflected Dan's idea concerning the

family and the business.

Many times when I come down to the office on
the weekends I will bring my three kids (two
boys and a girl). I want them to get a
positive view of the business. I am home a
lot more now. Beth is very positive towards the
business. Very supportive. My family life is
ideal. We have a rule. No business discussed
at the house. (21)

Fourth Child (Wendy): Wendy, age 30, was the youngest

child in the family and lived in a suburb about 10 miles

from Riverdale. Wendy was employed as a purchasing manager

with a large wholesale grocery firm in the midwest. She

lived with her daughter and was divorced about a year ago.

Wendy and Beth were the two children who had experienced

the business within the family. The other children had

already left the household when the business had been

purchased. Wendy's indifference to what happens in the

business resembled, but was not as extreme as Mary's.

Wendy viewed her goals as independent of whatever may

result with the family business or estate. Her financial

situation relied totally on her employment, and she
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reported no interest in developing a dependency on the

family business.

They can have it. I am independent. I make my own
salary at Warehouse Grocery. I don't want it. (36).

There were problems reported in the relationship between

Wendy and her father:

There is tension between me and my father. I
don't think I could work for my father we are
both too much alike. We are both pigheaded. (35)

Wendy did not understand the business and emphasized

that she was more concerned about the caring aspect of the

family than the business part.

I don't know [about the issues in the family]
because I don't understand the business. (35)

I don't think about it. It is not a reality.
I don't know if there will be anything there
so why count on it. (36)

I am more concerned about the family staying
together. The love and not having conflicts
is more imbortant than the business, so I
don't care. (36)

Wendy viewed Beth and Dan as the logical successors to

take over the management of the business. She indicated

they had the desire to obtain control of the business and

had invested considerable time in working toward that goal.

Although not concerned with the family business

operation, Wendy indicated concern about the family and

estate should something happen to her parents. At the

family meeting Wendy discussed relevant issues and showed

more interest than in the interview. Wendy stated she
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sell her stock to other family members, the value of the

stock, the dividends, and options that might exist for the

stockholders.

Family Assessment

The original family members of Earl, Shirley, and the

four children are now dispersed in different locations,

each with their own families and households. They were

still located in close proximity to each other. Mary,

located 50 miles away, was the only member not living in

the immediate area of Riverdale. The family as a whole met

twice a year at various gatherings, and, in addition, at

the family business meetings.

The cohesion or emotional bonding between family

members varied with each member. Mary seemed to have the

least contact and closeness with the other family members.

The distance she lived from the others, her age difference,

and her attitude contributed to the situation. Wendy

reflected her perception of the family closeness:

We are close we get together as a family.
I am closest to Beth (and Dan). Jerry and
his wife I am not very close to. Mary and him
[her husband] are much older. I was 8 years old
when Mary got married. (36)

Jerry reflected his relationship as being distant even

though only living a few miles apart from his parents.

My Dad has never been real close. We live only
four miles apart but only see each other a
couple times a year. (42)
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Beth was the closest to Earl and Shirley. She related her

role to her mother in supporting her husband in the

business. In addition, the business brought them

together through various activities.

The family members were all perceived as being

independent, reflecting their parents' view that rewards

and compensation come from hard work. Shirley discussed

her independence to develop separately outside of the

business; Earl had established independence in developing

the business; Mary stressed the use of "their own money" in

meeting financial needs; Jerry had established himself as

an experienced auto mechanic after the attempt at working

in the family business had not materialized; and Wendy

makes her own salary and, in regard to the business,

"they can have it." Dan and Beth, even though relying on

the family business for their income, realized they must

develop their own performance record.

The family, as it developed, displayed characteristics

of a traditional family. Shirley reportedly had most of

the responsibility of raising the children, while Earl was

involved in the intense task of developing the business.

She viewed herself as being the supporter yet able to

develop independently. Both Earl and Shirley showed a high

degree of satisfaction with their complementary roles.

As discussed earlier, Dyer (1986) categorized families

in relation to patriarchal (or matriarchal), collaborative,
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or conflicted cultures. Determinants were based on the

way families handle authority, achieve goals, manage the

family, and make decisions. A patriarchal (or matriarchal)

had a dominant authority figure around whose decisions

family life revolved. A collaborative family had a

leader who took spouse and children into consideration

when making decisions and they were relied upon for ideas

and information. A conflicted family was characterized

by conflict with one another due to the absence of shared

goals and individual motives to guide the actions of each

member.

The remnants of the original Johnson family were

patriarchal in relation to the business yet collaborative

in relation to the household. From the interviews, it was

clear that the children, with the exception of Dan and

Beth were independent and had little contact with their

father or mother. The issue was, how did the family

function at present in relation to the business?

Some members of the family were concerned about the

business because it was the father's dream. Jerry stated

that the company should be "what my father wants" (43).

Mary wanted the business to develop in relation to

"whatever my father wants to do" (38). Shirley referred to

the business as "Earl's whole life."(33). The dominance

of the father, in itself, did not seem to have caused any
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family conflict. The family members seemed to be proud of

him.

In the area of decision making and sharing of

information, interviews revealed that Earl made most of the

decisions concerning the business without participation

from other family members. The extent of Dan's input was

in relation to his yearly business plan. Earl did not

discuss the plan with Dan. In agreeing to participate in

this case study, Dan was not consulted by Earl. The

interviews were scheduled before Dan had any knowledge of

the study.

Information about the business was distributed to the

members of the family on a need to know basis. Only

recently had financial reports been distributed to the

family members. Earl had taken steps to inform the family

members about certain aspects of the business and

meetings now are scheduled on a yearly basis. Yet, the

last family business meeting was the first to which spouses

had been invited to attend. Most of the children indicated

a lack of information about the business. Wendy expressed

the feelings of family members in this statement:

No, I don't know because I don't understand
the business. I don't know what is going
on. (35)

The dominance of the father in the business and his

control of the decision making did not represent a

negative situation. Until a few years ago, control of the
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business was Earl's sole occupation and work role. Shirley

was satisfied with her role in the family, the older two

children had already left the household, and the younger

two daughters did not show an interest in the firm.

Certain evolutionary aspects brought the family into the

business making it no longer the sole project of the

founder. The rise in value of the business made it

necessary to distribute some of the assets of the estate to

the children in order to reduce the taxes at death. Dan

displayed an interest in the business and became involved

in the management of the firm, thereby raising issues

related to control, ownership, succession, and training.

Earl and Shirley were nearing retirement age, making what

to do with the business a significant issue. What the

role of the family could be in the future raised important

issues regarding family involvement in the

decision-making process, information flow, control, and

distribution of stock and assets. The actions taken thus

far seemed progressive and appropriate.

Business Assessment

Organizational Structure. In assessing organizational

culture within family firms, Dyer (1986) identified four

types of businesses. They were paternalistic, laissez-

faire, participative, and professional. The paternalistic

type stresses hierarchical structure where all decisions

are made by the family leader, key information
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remains with the family leader, preference is given to

family employees, there is a high distrust of outsiders,

and employees are supervised closely. The laissez-faire

type is similar to the paternalistic except the family

leader delegates more authority to lower-level decision

makers and a higher degree of trust exists between

management and employees. The participative type, not very

common, is characterized by improved relationships, group

decision making, and minimized family power. The

professional type refers to a family business where a

professional manager is hired to assume the management of

the firm.

Midwestern Oil Company had characteristics similar

to the laissez-faire type: decisions were delegated

but power remained with a central manager. The company

was assessed in relation to organizational structure,

treatment of family and nonfamily employees, trust among

members of the organization, distribution of power,

information networks, methods of decision making, and

employee satisfaction.

The organizational structure of Midwestern Oil

Company, illustrated in Figure 14, placed Earl Johnson as

the President/General Manager. There was no working board

of directors. The company was divided into six

departments with a key manager in charge of the following

areas: Company Store Operations, Independent Contract
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Store Operations, Transportation Department, Financial

Department, Credit Management, and Administrative

Operations.

Although Earl made the major decisions and controlled

the overall information of the organization, he delegated

responsibilities for the departments to the respective

managers. Earl stressed that managers had the freedom to

run their own departments. This was supported by all

department heads and reflected in the following statement:

Earl does not interfere with my work. He lets
me run the operation by myself. He is available
and easy to approach. (Financial Department 7)

Another department manager described working with Earl:

Employees feel they have an open door. They
can go right up to Earl. They will go to me
first follow the chain of command but
they know they can always go to Earl.
(Transportation Department 23)

The treatment of family members in a family business

is sometimes characterized by the use of favoritism. This

was not evident in the interviews with family members

or employees. In some respects the opposite was true,

as every effort was made to treat family members under the

business guidelines. Dan had to wait to come into the

business until there was an opening a position was not

created for him. In addition, he reported to supervisors

other than Earl, to keep a sense of objectivity present in

the process. Earl had discussed developing a working

board of directors for Dan as he developed further into top
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management. Compensation of family members was based on

their worth to the organization rather than on family

influence.

The level of trust within the organization was

variable. The trust and respect between Earl and the

department managers was strong, as demonstrated by Earl's

delegation of responsibilities to department managers.

Yet, a lack of trust between managers was indicated by all

sources. According to the interviews the cause of the

problem was the inability of the manager of Company Store

Operations to work in a team situation.

Each department had autonomy in operating within its

own area of responsibility. Yet the managers as a group

had little influence or control over major decisions or

issues affecting all of them. The significance of this

situation was illustrated by the problem with the

Company Store Operations manager. The managers could not

work as a team. According to one manager, the reason for

this was the inability to act when there is an incompetent

manager. Besides a low level of trust, the managers

indicated low morale within the group:

Others will not work with her [Sue the
Company Store Operations Manager], shortages
are high, large turnover in personnel, so
much focus on Sue, people won't talk with her.
(Financial Manager 8)

Sue is holding everyone back, trust is not
strong (Administrative Manager 14)
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The most difficult part of the business is in
dealing with Sue. (Contract Store Manager 22)

Earl recognized the problem but maybe not its

significance. He found it a difficult problem to manage.

He viewed Sue as a hard working and efficient employee

with a personality problem. He said:

Sue is aggressive. She aggravates people.
Dan does not get along well with Sue. In
his plans for the future she would be eliminated.
It is hard to do as she has worked so hard. (3)

In addition to the management teamwork situation,

communication and information flow was described by the

managers as a significant problem. Several managers

reported their frustration in not being informed about key

issues within the organization.

Earl says how important I am to the organization
but I don't know lately. He is bringing Jerry
Johnson [his son] back in I didn't know about
it until I heard it through the grapevine.
(Manager 13)

They should announce changes at the staff
meetings, which they don't. Usually we find
out major decisions from the grapevine after
they happen. (Manager 14)

The grapevine is where most of the information
comes from. We need more formality.
(Manager 22)

There are rumors everywhere. [The issue] must
be addressed. (Manager 30)

[Concerning communications] Not good at all.
He [Earl] is trying to do better. I don't
know what is going on. I am the last of all
the managers to find out anything. In
relation to company policy, I hear there is
a company handbook but I have never seen one.
(Manager 31)
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Individual growth within the company was a positive

characteristic of Midwestern Oil. A significant number of

employees had been with the company for a long period of

time. Promotions were made from within the organization.

Rarely were managers hired from outside the company. The

present managers had all come up through the ranks.

Salaries seemed competitive compared with those of

similar service and gasoline businesses. The managers

indicated a concern about the lack of benefits within the

company. The following are comments from key managers

concerning benefits:

Management has made efforts to communicate
with employees concerning flex plans and
bonus plans. The profit sharing is confusing,
inconsistent, not an understandable plan.
(Manager 9)

The company's offer to put a [retirement] plan
together was not followed through. The first
cafeteria plan did not work out well and
therefore the second one we were apprehensive
about. The retirement plan I am not interested
in as it must be set up for the company's
good and not the employee. (Manager 13)

At my age there is no retirement plan and I
get frantic. (Manager 18)

There are no benefits any more.
(Manager 31)

In conclusion, the organization had been operated

successfully over the past 16 years within an industry

that is noted for low pay and benefits. Employees were

positive toward most aspects of the business and

satisfaction was indicated by the many longtime employees.
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The managers of the business were treated fairly and

respectfully, had access to the president at all times,

and had autonomy within their own departments.

This was contrasted with the failure to deal with problems

at the upper level of management, poor communication

methods, and low benefits for employees.

Financial Situation. The complex corporate structure

of the business made it difficult to assess the financial

stability of the company. Both Earl and Dan had stated the

financial status of the firm could not be examined outside

the total estate and other corporations set up within the

system. Family corporations many times do not pay

dividends, as was the case with Midwestern, because the

money would be taxed twice. It would be taxed as corporate

profit initially, and later as tax on personal income when

paid out as dividends. Family businesses can set up other

methods to pay money out of the corporation, such as higher

salaries, bonuses, and paying rent for assets held outside

the company (service station property). In addition,

family corporation profit figures do not always describe

the financial stability of the company. An example of this

was the assignment of all land to the estate, and the

buildings and equipment to the corporation. The land had

appreciated considerably in the past 16 years, whereas the

buildings and equipment were being depreciated through the
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corporation. Depreciated assets are reflected in the

financial statement.

A financial summary of Midwestern Oil Company is

presented in Table 1. This, and information obtained

from the interviews, was the extent of financial

information available to the study. The net loss of

$54,186 in 1987 reflected the closing of a large division

of the company that was unsuccessful. The closing involved

the elimination of a number of employees, office space,

warehouse space, and inventory. The ability of the company

to rebound from the failure and focus on the future showed

a strength within the organization.

The estimated worth of the corporation and the estate

at $5 million was based on several sources of information.

First, the financial information available places the net

worth of the corporation at $1,173,640. The real value of

the corporation could be considerably higher if the

depreciation and expenses were all concentrated in the

corporation. Second, Earl stated the estate tax on his

assets outside the corporation would total $2 million at

the present time. If the estimated taxes were this high,

the value of the estate would be around $4 million.

To obtain more accurate information for analysis and

planning, additional information on the financial trends,

value of the corporation, and value of the estate would be

necessary. Details of family business financial
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Table 1.

Midwestern Oil Company Summary of Financial Figures.

Year Sales Net Profit Assets Liabilities Net Worth
1983 43,632,400 (108,382) 3,744,220 3,444,763 299,457
1984 41,725,861 594,356 4,206,682 3,352,869 853,813
1985 41,612,719 213,155 5,058,186 3,990,206 1,067,980
1986 50,109,431 169,845 4,201,277 2,973,451 1,227,826
1987 50,611,882 (54,186) 4,856,282 3,682,642 1,173,640
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information is difficult to obtain especially if the

business does not want it made public. The assessment of

the financial situation used in the research study was

based on the information readily available.

The future of Midwestern Oil appears positive. Earl

was aware of the environmental influences such as

competition and market changes. The Independent Store

Operation, which did not exist until a few years ago, had

expanded significantly under the leadership of Dan. It

accounted for more than half of the present sales. The

future strategy was to update the company owned

stores. The managers and the family commented on the

future of the business:

Growth [is needed], weed out what is not
working. Go on with what is working.
Strive for new income. Purchase high volume
stations, get rid of small stations.
(Manager 17)

In the future we should be project oriented.
Stay with what we have. Be progressive.
(Manager 21)

I would like to see the Company Store
Operation upgraded. Weed out the
nonproducing stations and concentrate on
the cream make them better.
(Family member 26)

Evaluation of Assessment Section

The assessment, consisting of interviews, archival

sources, and observations, provided data for the

remaining part of the model. The individuals selected for

interviews appeared appropriate for the study. The
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father, mother, and children, provided different

perspectives of their individual goals, the family goals,

and the family business goals. The spouses (of the

children) were not interviewed, except for Dan, who was

interviewed because he was a family member within the

business. Additional interviews with the spouses may

contribute information concerning the microfamily's goals

and resources. The interviews of key employees provided a

valuable perspective of the family business from a

different vantage point. The key employees are an

important asset in the family business and should be

considered in the planning process.

Determining what information to include and what to

exclude in the interviewing process and assessment was

difficult. For example, the company's internal problems in

relation to communications, management, and employee

benefits were noted but were not expanded on. It was

determined these issues should be dealt with but not under

the umbrella of this study. The financial situation was

similar. The assessment identified the situation but

accountants would be required to further interpret the

data. Ideally, it would have benefited the study to have a

financial briefing with an accountant concerning the

company. These refinements should be noted in the use

of the structure.
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Issues to Consider

The issues relevant to family business planning were

identified in the literature review. The purpose of this

section is to present those issues and provide a focus for

the assessment of goals, demands, and resources. Family

businesses are concerned with problems in certain

identified areas. Some issues are concerned mainly with

the family and others mainly with the business, but in most

cases they overlap between the two systems. As an example,

in the area of time allocation, the family member balances

his or her time between the business and the family. An

excess of time spent in the business could cause problems

within the family, since both systems are interrelated.

The 11 issues identified in the literature review

are: (1) family operational procedure, (2) role

identification, (3) ownership and control, (4) time

allocation, (5) family estate procedures, (6) selection,

(7) compensation and dividends, (8) supervision,

(9) business organizational structure, (10) succession,

(11) business financial issues. These issues as related to

the Johnson family are discussed in the next section on

reconciliation.

Evaluation of Issues Section

The identification of issues was a benefit in focusing

and organizing the data produced by the assessment process.
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The goals, demands, and resources from several different

sources and from the two systems are difficult to

comprehend unless discussed in relation to particular

issues. The assessment section and the issue section

occur concurrently in the model (see Figure 11). The

illustration of this on the planning structure seemed

appropriate in this regard.

The concern may be brought up as to how many and

what issues should be identified. The 11 issues

identified from the literature review appeared to cover

the relevant subjects discussed with the family members

in the interviews.

Reconciliation (Clarification)

The fourth section of the Family Business Planning

Structure is designated Reconciliation. Reconciliation

involves bringing together the assessed demands and

resources of the individuals, family, and business and

organizes them in relation to the issues identified.

In this section of the framework, the issues are

described as they relate to the family business. Next, the

assessment of this particular family is described in

relation to the issue.

1. Family Operational Procedure

Description. This issue refers to the organizational

method used by the family to approach or operate the family
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business. Included are areas concerned with family member

involvement in decision making, managing, planning,

and communications.

Reconciliation. In this case study, the research data

indicated the family did meet to discuss the business on a

regular basis. The meetings were started two years ago and

will be held on a yearly basis. The meetings were

developed to help plan the future of the business and have

family members become more informed on the operation of the

firm. The subjects covered in the meetings dealt with the

business financial reports, succession, family members

joining the firm, estate matters, and relevant developments

within the business.

The family seemed to function as a patriarchal-type

family, in relation to the business. The father (Earl) was

the dominant authority figure and made most of the

decisions in relation to the operations of the business.

Earl decided what was best for the family business and

implemented the necessary programs. This is illustrated by

an observation made by the researcher:

It was interesting to note that Earl did not
discuss the study of the family business with
Dan. He just told him that I was coming
after the interviews had already been set up.
(Interview Observation 11)

Earl's spouse and children were important in the decisions

made by Earl, but they were not used as a source of ideas

or information.
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The interviews revealed that the children were not

well-informed about the business. Mary and Wendy discussed

their lack of understanding of the business (and their lack

of interest). Dan (Earl's son-in-law) participated in

the management of the business but was not used as a source

in making decisions concerning the family as it related to

the business. Dan submitted a plan every year to Earl but

they did not discuss it together. Jerry (Earl's son) was

well-informed on the operations of the business but did not

participate in the decision making.

The lack of information and participative decision

making by the family were probably due to the circumstances

concerning the family business development. The two older

children were already out of the family household when the

business was purchased and, therefore had less family

contact during the development of the business. Earl's

wife enjoyed her independence and was never employed in the

firm. Wendy, the youngest daughter, had displayed no

interest in the business. Beth (with Dan her husband) had

been the only ones interested in the future management of

the firm. Therefore, the family business was not operated

as a family unit. Introduction of Dan into the business,

Jerry's interest in re-joining the firm, the distribution

of the stock to the children, and Earl's possible

retirement had made the family more involved in the

business. The distribution of more information to
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the family, the possible expansion of Dan's input as the

successor, and role of family members as stockholders,

were all issues Earl will need to address for the future.

2. Role Identification

Description. This issue deals with the definition of

roles. Roles describe who does what in an organization.

Role identification involves determining: (a) the extent

to which family members know what their responsibilities

are in the business; (b) the ability of the company to

create a "division of labor" a separation of

responsibilities among family members within the business

which prevents role overlap and, therefore conflicts; and

(c) the ability of each family member to develop

individuation or autonomy within his or her role.

Reconciliation. For Earl and Dan, the interviews

suggested well-defined responsibilities within each of

their positions. Earl, as president, had defined his

responsibilities in relation to the other employees.

As a department manager, Dan had a clear definition of job

responsibilities. Within his department he operated

independently. Dan did not have significant

responsibilities in the overall operation of the firm

because none were delegated to him.

Concerning division of labor, the interviews indicated

a determined effort over the years to keep a separation of
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family members in their respective positions. When Jerry

was in the business, he was assigned to an area separate

from his father's. Dan also worked in a separate division,

away from his father-in-law. Each had his own

non-overlapping responsibilities. In the future, if Dan

should become more involved in the overall management of

the firm, there could be potential for roles to overlap.

In interviews with Dan and Earl, both indicated a

satisfaction in developing their own autonomy. Earl

had developed the business as he desired and indicated a

high level of satisfaction in his accomplishment. Dan

described his situation as being very satisfactory.

I have no problem with recognition. I have
lots of autonomy. I develop sights [service
station locations] and Bob looks them over to
see if they are worthwhile. Bob gives credit
to me (22) .

Beth (Dan's wife) described Dan as being satisfied with the

independence of his position. However, the business plan

Dan submitted to Earl indicated organizational changes,

including Dan's advancement to a high management position.

It could be assumed Dan would not be fulfilling his goal of

autonomy if he were to remain in his present situation

(department manager).

3. Ownership and Control

Description. Ownership refers to the amount of stock

a family member has and the method the stock is distributed

among family members. Control refers to the degree of
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influence the family member has in operating the family

business. Stock could be distributed among several family

members making the issue of control uncertain, or one

person could have a majority of voting stock and control

the operation.

Reconciliation. The ownership of Midwestern Oil

Company was divided among the family, with each of the four

children having 22.5% of the stock and the founder 10%.

Only Earl's stock was voting stock. Therefore, the

children had no control with their stock Earl's 10%

controlled the company. The corporation was formed in this

manner for tax purposes. The equity had been gifted to

the children, so it was no longer part of the estate.

Thus, as the corporation increased in value, which it had

over the years, Earl's estate value did not increase. The

service station land, which was a significant part of the

business, was not in the corporation but in the personal

assets of Earl and Shirley.

The present estate plan was developed when the

corporation was formed several years ago. The

evolution of the business has created a new situation:

There was concern for succession management, retirement

plans, and issues related to operating the business after

the founder was not present. Several issues will need to

be addressed to keep the family and the business together

in the future. The 10% voting stock will be distributed to
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the children in an estate settlement. If it is distributed

equally to all children, the successor will not have the

control necessary to operate the business. If the voting

stock is distributed to the successor, the other children

would have no control over their interest in the firm. In

addition, should the land be divided among the children

equally in an estate settlement, it could be sold for

development purposes. The company could lose the stations

as a source of gasoline sales.

Earl indicated an awareness of the problems and the

difficulty in making decisions concerning the situation.

According to Earl, it was premature to make any

permanent decisions. He believed Dan was not to the point

of maturity, knowledge, and experience to take over

company. If and when Dan reaches that point, there are

various legal actions that could be established.

Agreements could be made between the successor and the

other stockholders to purchase their interest over time.

The voting stock could go into a trust fund where Dan could

have operational control of the business but under the

direction of a board of directors and/or trust officers.

Various forms of life insurance could be used to fund a

purchase of stock from the other members.
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4. Time Allocation

Description. Time allocation refers to the ability of

the family members employed in the family business to

balance their time between home and business. An ideal

situation would be a balance between the two areas which

allows each to develop without overpowering the other.

Reconciliation. The research data available

indicated that both families involved in the business,

(Dan's and Earl's) had a high level of satisfaction with

the amount of time spent in the company and with the

family. Also, the systems reportedly did not overlap in

the sense of the business becoming a dominant topic of

discussion in the family life. Shirley (Earl's wife)

stated Earl was able to take time off for family

life. Beth (Dan's wife) indicated a positive feeling

towards the business and a use of quality time when Dan

was home.

5. Family Estate Procedures

Description. This issue deals with the planning for

and distribution of the estate in anticipation of death.

Items considered includes plans to minimize federal and

state estate taxes, the formation of trusts, specific

distribution of assets to heirs, and legal procedures

necessary to implement the plan (Kess & Westlin, 1977).

Systems can be set up allowing a fair distribution of

assets but specifying stock be distributed to those members
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in the business and other assets distributed to those not

involved in the business. In other instances, trusts can

be used to assure income for the spouse but allow

control and ownership to be distributed to children in a

predetermined manner.

Reconciliation. Earl indicated that estate planning

measures had already been established in several areas.

The gifting of 90% of the stock to the children at the time

of incorporation eliminated the large corporation asset

from Earl and Shirley's estate. A will establishing a

trust fund for Shirley had been prepared. Income will

be available to Shirley as she needs it, but upon her death

the assets will go to the children.

Earl realized future actions must be considered to

reduce taxes on his estate. He reported that, at the

present, taxes would be about $2 million on the estate.

The issues involved in estate planning were closely related

to the ownership and control issues. Earl can reduce the

value of his estate by gifting to his children, but he

may want to coordinate this with who will control the

company.

6. Selection

Description. In having family members join the

business, Ward (1987) recommended setting up rules for

entering the business and standards for remaining in the
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firm. This should be implemented before members join the

firm. Set policies would include conditions under which

members may join the firm, the basis for compensation, time

off, educational training, performance expectations,

responsibilities, and promotional standards. Such policies

prevent problems and misunderstandings after the family

member joins the firm. Many times family members join the

firm assuming they will have opportunities at ownership and

management only to find out as the years progress that the

founder has no intention of relinquishing control

(Lansberg, 1983; Ward, 1987).

Reconciliation. Standards for entering the family

business in the Johnson family were addressed in the

interviews with Dan and Earl, and discussed in the family

business meeting. Before Dan could join the firm, he had

to wait until a position for which he qualified opened.

Jerry (Earl's son) was considering coming into the business

and had prepared a plan for taking over the maintenance of

the equipment and stations now performed by an outside

contractor. Shirley reported that children must be

invited to join the family firm and certain restrictions

apply. Performance was a basic criterion for remaining in

the business.

7. Compensation and Dividends

Description: Lansberg (1983) advocated compensating

family members in accordance with their work performance in
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the firm. Dividends and allowances are distributed to

family members based on their stock ownership. Payments

are based on a return on investment rather than work

performance. Gifts, many times distributed to family

members, could be based on equality in family membership.

By defining compensation, the problems caused in overlap

of the family and business systems are prevented. For

example, if a family business has three family members in

the firm, each having different degrees of skill

and contribution, a system of paying them all the same

would be an equal plan but not a fair plan. A fair plan

considers the difference between compensation, dividends,

and gifting (Lansberg, 1983).

Reconciliation: According to the interview data, pay

within Midwestern Oil was based on individual performance.

Dan's compensation was based on his worth and performance

as department manager. If Jerry decided to join the firm,

his salary would be based on his position and performance.

The salaries of Dan and Jerry would not be equal.

According to Earl, dividends are not paid by the

corporation because of tax reasons. The children benefited

from stock ownership because the dividends were retained

and reinvested, resulting over the years in an appreciation

of their stock. Other means were used to distribute money

to family members such as occasional gifts (e.g., $5,000

distributed to each of the children).
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8. Supervision of Family Members

Description. As the successor and other members of

the family become involved in the business conflicts can

develop over supervision. Difficulties arise when

parents find it difficult to objectively judge and

supervise their children (or other relatives).

Lansberg (1983) reported it was wise to have nonfamily

members of the firm appraise family members whenever

possible. For lower management positions, a senior

nonfamily member could be used. For higher management,

a board of directors could serve as a supervisor providing

a buffer between family members.

Reconciliation. According to the research data,

supervision of family members by nonfamily members had

been the practice for several years. Jerry and Dan, in

working for the company, both had supervisors other than

Earl. An important decision for the future would be the

supervision of Dan should he be moved into a higher

management position. Both Earl and Dan reported the

possibility of Earl becoming the chairman of the board

if/when Dan became president. Several sources, both family

and nonfamily employees, recommended a board of directors

as a system of supervision:

If he [Dan] would perform okay for the next
two years or so I would probably set something
up where I was the board chairman and he was the
president. He would be limited in spending and
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would need approvals. Maybe a board of directors
would be set up for him to work with. An outside
board would evaluate Dan, help him. (Earl 3)

Dan has a tight rein on him from the family.
He is restricted. A board of directors would
be good for him he would become president.
He would take care of the day-to-day items and
go to the board for major decisions.
(Department Manager 14)

I would like to see a working board of
directors, probably chosen by Earl. They
should have depth of experience, an outside
perspective looking in, accountability, and
hopefully not controlled.
(Dan 21)

9. Business Organizational Structure

Description. The organizational structure issue deals

with consideration of employees and the organization

of the firm in relation to the family business plan.

It identifies and describes patterns and issues

within the organization. Nonfamily personnel are often

neglected when family business members are reorganizing or

planning for management succession. As family members

advance or special plans are developed for family members,

nonfamily members often are not sure of their own place

within the company. Key employees should be recognized as

an important part of the family business, and consideration

should be given to their training and advancement within

the family business plan. Lack of information and

participation can cause key employees to assume they are

not a significant part of the business (Kepner, 1983).
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Reconciliation. The analysis was concerned with

understanding the organizational structure, describing

the teamwork present, describing the information and

communication network, and identifying potential problems.

The overall structure of Midwestern Oil was

discussed earlier (see Figure 14). The organization was

set up in a hierarchy form of administration with Earl in

control of the operation. The individual department

managers had delegated responsibility to deal independently

within their own department. The trust developed between

the managers and Earl, as president, was evident from the

interviews.

I love working for Mr. Johnson. He is fair,
honest. The company is more concerned about
their employees than any other business I have
seen. If you have a personal problem this
company is good at helping you out. They are
caring. (Department Manager 29b)

Earl does not interfere with my work. He lets
me run the operation by myself. He is available
and easy to approach. (Department Manager 7)

A lack of teamwork between the different departments

and between department managers contrasted with the

positive relationship between Earl and the department

heads. A particular issue involved the performance of the

Company Store Operations Manager. All managers were in

agreement that the problem contributed to a lack of

teamwork. One of the managers explained the situation as

follows:
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[Earl will] hesitate to make decisions. I

have a great deal of respect for Earl. He
puts a lot of faith in people. He is not
listening. Ignoring certain signs. He is
defensive. There is an upheaval in the Company
Store Operations Department [Sue]. They had
a general manager that did not work out and
it took them four years to find out.
(Department Manager 8)

The managers expressed dissatisfaction in not having the

problem addressed or resolved.

Although most of the managers had positive feelings

toward the company, the level of satisfaction concerning

information and communications was perceived as

being low. Almost all the managers reported serious

problems in being informed of important events.

The problems identified should be examined in the

context of a successful business operation. Midwestern

Oil Company had several long term personnel, and key

employees reported many positive aspects of the business.

In the area of key nonfamily employees, there appeared to

be a need for more concern by the founder. In addition,

the organizational and communications problems described

indicated a need for top management concern.

10. Succession Considerations

Description. The selection of an individual or

individuals to take over the management of a company, and

the development of the individual, is referred to as

succession. Several options are available to family

businesses. One or more family members may be chosen and
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developed to take the top management position; a nonfamily

member may be chosen to serve in a transition period until

a family member can be prepared for the position; or a

professional manager can be hired to operate the business.

Reconciliation: The issue of succession was a primary

concern of Midwestern Oil. Dan and Earl addressed

possibilities during the interviews. The successor issue

overlapped with other issues. The role of the successor

was discussed in regards to role identification, the

establishment of a division of labor, individuation,

ownership and control, time allotment, estate planning,

selection, and supervision. Successor potential was

described as a necessary condition (facilitating

condition) for effective planning to take place.

Interview data indicated that Dan had changed over the

past 5 years. There were many positive comments about his

progression from being a kid to being a strong manager

within his department. Yet the comments also indicated a

need for further experience in developing personality

skills and being able to work with people.

He [Dan] is beginning to be accepted by
his peers. He is maturing and evolving into
a better person. (Family Member 3)

There have been some neat changes in Dan.
We did not get along he had a low maturity
level. He would make threats of taking over
eventually. The last two years the maturity
level has increased. (Manager 17)
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Dan does not learn from his mistakes. He
puts the cart before the horse. He is good
as a salesman but loses detail when he gets to
other aspects. (Manager 14)

[Dan] is ambitious. The last few years he
has grown a lot. He was a kid a little
ambitious. (Manager 24)

Dan is doing a good job. He is young, changed
a lot. He has lots to learn. He has not
worked retail yet. (Manager 30)

Dan is aggressive, hard working, and has
been doing a heck of a job. He does not
have the necessary skills to handle
management in areas other than sales. He
must learn to handle details and be able
to work with people. (Family Member 47)

These comments seem to justify Earl's uncertainty

about moving Dan to a higher management position at the

present time. Earl's plan was to wait a couple of years

for Dan to gain more experience. The company, however,

did not have a plan for Dan to develop further management

skills.

11. Business Financial Issue

Description. The financial health of the business is

paramount in establishing a family business plan.

Information that is helpful in determining future action

consists of: how profitable the company is, the return on

investment, the cash flow of the company, market share,

sales, net worth of the company, and financial trends over

the past years (financial reports). Financial business

plans based on forecasted sales and profits, market
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changes, investments in research, and company

strategies are important for successful continuation.

Reconciliation. The financial information available

for Midwestern Oil Company was limited to data illustrated

previously in Table 1 and to comments from the interviews.

Sales showed increases from 1983 to 1987, with a final

sales figure at $50 million; for the same period, net

worth increased from $299,000 to $1,173,000. A loss of

$54,000 (1987) resulted from a major shut down of

an unsuccessful automotive parts division. Elimination

of the division resulted in reduction of staff, decrease

in warehouse and office space, and liquidation of a large

inventory. The financial situation after recovery should

be reflected in financial figures for 1988 and 1989.

As Dan and Earl stressed in the interviews, the

financial health of the company cannot be understood

without considering the other assets in the estate,

(i.e., the service station land) and the method of

depreciation and accounting used to reduce taxes. From

the data collected the business and estate value was

assumed to exceed $5 million. But, since business and

family assets are interrelated, both financial systems

would need to be examined in order to make more accurate

assumptions about the financial condition of the

business.
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Evaluation of Reconciliation Section

The purpose of the reconciliation process was to

organize the assessment, consisting of the demands and

resources of the individual, family, and the business, in

relation to the issues identified. The assessment was

completed, the issues were identified, and the model

organized the data in relation to the issues. The process

created no major problems. The organized data would now

serve as the basis, along with the congruence process

described in the next section, for the development of the

plan.

Congruence

The fifth section of the Family Business Planning

framework concerns determining congruence, that is, the

degree of fit between goals of individual family members

and goals of the family business in regard to specific

issues. The framework recognizes there are several areas

where congruence could be relevant in regard to planning.

The individual family member fit within the family

business, the nonfamily employees fit within the family

business, the family business as it fits in the

environment, and the individual family member as he/she

fits in the family. Primarily, the framework deals with

the congruence of individuals in relation to the family

business.
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In the study, the individual and family business

congruence was determined by using congruence profiles

(explained in Chapter III; see Figure 12). An

individual/family business congruence profile, referred to

as Individual Congruence Profile, was developed for Earl

(the founder), Earl's wife, their children, and Dan

(son-in-law). These individuals were included in the

analysis because they were the most significant

members involved with the family business. Congruence

profiles could be developed for other members, such as

spouses of those members not involved in the business, if

desired.

The Individual Congruence Profile allowed the

researcher to consider the family business in relation to

each family member's perspective. Information was taken

from the assessment process. Congruence between individual

goals and family business goals was illustrated by a

matrix (explained in Chapter III), indicating high and

low goal satisfaction in relation to 11 specific issues.

Rating scores falling in Quadrant I would indicate high

individual goal attainment and low business goal

attainment satisfaction; Quadrant II would indicate

high individual goal attainment and high business

goal attainment satisfaction (the ideal congruence

situation); Quadrant III would indicate low satisfaction

for both individual goal attainment and business goal
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attainment; and Quadrant IV would indicate low

individual goal attainment and high business goal

attainment satisfaction.

The issues are listed and numbered on the profile.

The issue numbers are placed in the matrix quadrants in

relation to the ratings. In addition, descriptions and

ratings for both the individual goal situation and the

business goal situation are listed in regard to each

issue.

The rating scale was described in Chapter III.

It is based on the degree of satisfaction the individual

attained in relation to his/her goals in the family

business. Similarly, the rating scale of the family

business was based on the degree of satisfaction

attained in relation to the business goals. A rating

of 1 indicates low goal attainment and 6 indicates

high goal attainment. The rating system is based on

the judgement of the researcher. Goal attainment refers

to the degree of satisfaction the family member or family

business was perceived to have (by the researcher) in

relation to attaining their goal at that particular time.

Individual Congruence Profiles are presented in Figures

15 through 21.

To demonstrate the use of the profile, the profiles

for Earl Johnson (founder) and Mary Sheldon (founder's

daughter) are explained here in detail. These profiles



Figure 15. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Earl Johnson
Business Role: Founder
Family Role: Father
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Inform family members on business issues,
establish communications, and develop future plans. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Regular meetings established, stock
holders informed, issues addressed all benefit business. Rating (5)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Inform family member employees as to
responsibilities, develop division of labor, and autonomy. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family members informed as to
responsibilities, division of labor established to this point, and
members have established autonomy has benefited business Rating (6)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Distribute ownership of stock among family
members for tax purposes and their welfare but retain control of
the business. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business benefits from
president having stock control and family ownership distribution.

Rating (6)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to separate the work from family
and personal life. Allocating time to each to form a balance.

Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Sufficient time spent in the business
by the owner to manage effectively. Rating (6)

5 Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to provide assets for retirement,
funds for spouse in event of death, children's welfare, and
continuation of business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Concern for the continuation of the
business is being addressed in estate distribution. Rating (5)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to set up guidelines for allowing
members of the family to join the business. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Guidelines for allowing family
members to join firm are benefit to family business, could be
more explicit. Rating (5)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Provide compensation to live comfortably,
base compensation on performance, distribute cash to family members
equally through gifts, yet retain dividends in company. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Base compensation of performance and
retain money in business as needed for operation. Rating (5)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have family members working in
business yet not supervised by family members. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: It would benefit company to have
family members supervised by nonfamily or objective means Rating (5)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have managers working in teamwork
situation, trust among workers, performance high, and positive
communication network, yet retain most of power. Rating (3)
Family Business Satisfaction: Key employees have little input in
future plans, communications poor, conflict between managers; all
reduce performance. Rating (2)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to develop a successor to gradually
assume management of company. Questions of maturity and performance
of Dan in that position still exist. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would desire a
successor to manage effectively into the future. Rating (4)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to keep the family business
financially strong and producing a profit. Company appears strong
financially but closing of division showed loss. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business will benefit by
becoming strong financially, grow, and producing profit. Rating (4)
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Figure 16. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Dan Pierce
Business Role: Contract Store Manager (Potential Successor)
Family Role: Son-in-law

Individual Goals
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedural Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to be part of family business
decision making & planning, address issues relating to my purchase
of additional stock, and eventual control of company. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Regular family business procedures
are being established, future issues on Dan's purchase of stock and
control uncertain until he develops more experience. Rating (4)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have responsibilities clear,
division of labor, and autonomy. Role expanded into top management
position. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit from
having role expanded but not until sure of maturity. Rating (4)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to increase ownership of company
stock, purchase service station property, and increase control
within the business by promotion to president. Rating (3)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would not benefit from
having control/ownership in Dan's possession until more experienced
and other issues worked out with family members. Rating (3)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to separate the work from family
and personal life, allocating sufficient time for each. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business has benefited from
Dan's productive dedication to his position. Rating (6)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to develop an estate plan that would
give Dan/Ruth assets helpful in their control of the business in
the future. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit by
having company asset issue carried through in the estate plan, but at
this time still the question of experience/maturity. Rating (4)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to set up standards for new members
entering firm based on performance and written policies. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Standards and performance policy set
up are in the best interest of the family business. Rating (5)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Present salary satisfactory but would like
to create a stock purchase plan funded by higher salary, gifting
plan a benefit. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Present salary schedule of benefit to
company. Future buy-out methods needed if Dan will be new manager
but will depend on if Dan is developed as successor. Rating (5)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have an objective supervisor
separate from family members; future position would like an objective
board of directors. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Present use of nonfamily members for
supervision and future board of directors very positive. Rating (6)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to reorganize with Dan as president;
eliminate problem key manager. Rating (3)
Family Business Satisfaction: Goals by Dan do not address teamwork
problem, methods of improving communications, or experience in
developing personnel. Dan has not demonstrated skills in managing
people. Rating (3)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Goals in management development have been
positive; would like move to higher management position. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Succession plan has been positive to
this point; there is need for a detailed plan in future. Rating (4)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to keep the family business
financially strong and producing a profit. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Company would benefit from becoming
strong financially; Dan's experience is in sales and not proven in
overall financial operations. Rating (5)
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Member: Shirley Johnson
Business Role: Not employed by business
Family Role: Mother
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to inform family members concerning
family business issues, keep harmony within the family, develop
future plans with considerations for retirement and succession.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit from
procedures set up to deal with succession & retirement. Rating (5)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Supports Earl's views of responsibilities
defined, division of labor, and individuation. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business benefits from the
present situation concerning role identification. Rating (6)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have a plan where Earl could
retain control and ownership as long as necessary; would like Dan
and Beth to obtain control but keep harmony in the family. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: At this point, family business has
benefited from ownership/control situation. Concern for future
plan in relation to control and ownership. Rating (5)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires a balance between work and home.
Earl and Shirley need independence, Earl needs his work, and they
need time together. Present situation very satisfactory. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The business has benefited having Earl
balance his time sufficient time at business. Rating (6)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have sufficient funds to live and
retire on; create a fair plan for asset distribution to children in
the future. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family concerns met at this time but
there is a need for future planning of estate in relation to
the business. Rating (4)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires family members be able to join the
firm but they must have guidelines & based on performance. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The system has guidelines but they
could be more explicit in standards. Rating (5)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to have sufficient compensation to
live on and distribute gifts to the children as practical. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business has not been hurt by
excessive money leaving business; there is a good balance. Rating (5)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have family members supervised
independently especially in the future with Dan and board of
directors. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business benefits from having members
supervised independently and especially Dan if succession plan
materializes. Rating (5)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires not to become involved in the
operational aspects of the business. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The company functions well with
nonemployees not involved in operational aspects; Shirley could be
more informed on issues. Rating (5)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have Dan & Beth become successors
in the business if Dan can develop in experience and maturity.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The company would benefit from having
an effective successor plan. Rating (5)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to keep the family business
financially strong; is not familiar with the financial operations.

Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business needs to remain
financially strong; it will benefit from family members understanding
the financial situation. Rating (4)



Figure 18. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Mary Sheldon
Business Role: Not employed in business
Family Role: Oldest Daughter
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to be left out of the process;
difficult to determine reason for indifference. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Benefit to business if Mary understood
her role as stockholder, become informed on issues. Rating (2)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire for father to fulfill dream and
satisfaction in operation of business; not concerned or familiar
with family business concerning roles. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: It would benefit business if Mary
understood the operation in her role as stockholder. Rating (3)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to remain uninvolved in ownership
issues and control. Probably concerned with fairness to family
members. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Benefit family business if Mary was
concerned with her responsibilities as stockholder. Rating (2)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to remain unconcerned regarding
issues related to the business. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit from
Mary understanding the issues involved. Rating (3)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Low interest in estate planning issues as
indicated in interviews. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Benefit business if Mary would take an
interest in process so logical decisions could be made in the future.

Rating (3)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to remain indifferent to the way
family members are selected into business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit in
having active stockholders. Rating (3)

7. Compensation and dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Indicates low interest in money from stock
and ownership; does accept financial gifts as they are distributed;
indicates some interest in stock financial benefit for retirement.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The lack of concern for money or stock
benefits does not interfere with the family business. Rating (4)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to remain uninvolved in concerns of
family business in relation to supervision. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit in
having active stockholders. Rating (3)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Desires to remain uninvolved in concerns of
family business in relation to the organization. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit in
having Mary take interest in the business. Rating (3)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Indifferent to succession but did indicate
Dan/Beth would be probable successors in the business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit in
having Mary take an interest in the business. Rating (3)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Is not concerned with the financial
aspects except in relation to father/mother's well-being. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit by Mary
taking an interest in the financial aspects of company. Rating (3)
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Figure 19. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Jerry Johnson
Business Role: Not employed in business may be in future
Family Role: Son (second oldest child)
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to establish operational procedures
in the family emphasizing information and discussion of issues.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit from
developing information and discussion on issues. Rating (5)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire for family members to have defined
responsibilities, autonomy, and a division of labor. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Firm has benefited from separate
responsibilities, autonomy, and defined responsibilities. Rating (6)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have ownership in the firm but
not have management control, especially if joining the firm in the
near future. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Firm will benefit from the president
having control of the company; ownership can be distributed to family
members; family employees need not be in management. Rating (6)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire for family members to balance time
between effective business participation and time for family life.

Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: If Jerry joins firm, time allocated for
business would need to be productive but time for family life should
be available, as with other members. Rating (6)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire an estate plan with consideration
for father/mother and fair distribution to family members. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Concern for the continuation of the
family business is being addressed in estate distribution. Rating (5)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire guidelines are set up for family
members joining the business; desire standards for salaries and
performance be set up. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: System of hiring family members
adequate but should be more explicit. Rating (5)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to pay family members based on
performance and gifts based on family membership. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business benefits from
separation of compensation and dividends. Rating (5)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have family members supervised by
nonfamily members; recommend a board of directors for successor.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The business would benefit from
objective nonfamily supervision whenever possible. Rating (5)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to be familiar with organizational
structure as stockholder and member of business but not as manager.

Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business members should be
familiar with operation but not necessarily involved. Rating (5)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to develop a successor. Dan would
be logical choice; should be developed over a period of time as he
still needs more experience. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: A process of succession over time
would be beneficial to company but there is no plan as of this time.

Rating (4)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to build the company up to be one of
the largest independent oil distributors in the nation. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business will benefit by
becoming strong financially, growing & producing a profit. Rating (5)
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Figure 20. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Beth Pierce
Business Role: Not employed in business (Husband Employed)
Family Role: Daughter (third child)
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to be an active member in the family
operational aspect of the family firm involving decisions,
information, & ensuring fair treatment of family members. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit from
informed members and concern for issues. Rating (5)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire family members, especially husband,
have autonomy, division of labor set up, and defined
responsibilities. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Role identification well established;
division of labor established, and positions defined. Rating (4)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to set up purchase plan where
Beth/Dan could acquire stock, station property, and control.

Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Present management not convinced of
Dan's capabilities; a purchase/control plan would be premature.
The plan may have possibilities in the future. Rating (4)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to separate the work and family life
so there is a balance between both areas; very positive towards the
present set up. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: The balance of time between work and
home allows sufficient time for Dan to be effective in his position.

Rating (6)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to provide security for parents and
consideration for Beth/Dan in estate plan in relation to the
control/ownership of business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Concern for the continuation of the
business reflected in the estate planning process. Rating (5)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have standards and conditions
established on new family members joining firm. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Guidelines established for new members
entering firm, could be more explicit. Rating (5)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to have compensation based on
position and performance; Dan should be receiving higher salary;
gifts based on family membership. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Compensation is based on performance,
Dan's salary should be reviewed accordingly. Rating (6)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Provide supervision by nonfamily managers
as much as possible; establish a board of directors as Dan moves up
to president. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit from
having objective supervision; future board beneficial. Rating (6)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: No desire to become involved in the
operational structure of the business. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family members not employed should be
familiar with organizational issues but not in the management input.

Rating (5)
10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Would like to see a comprehensive plan
developed for Dan to take over management of the company.

Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Dan has not developed capabilities
to take on responsibilities Beth desires; but a plan should be a
consideration in the future. Rating (4)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to continue the business as a strong
and healthy company. Rating (6)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business will benefit by
becoming strong financially, growing & producing a profit. Rating (5)



Figure 21. Individual Congruence Profile

Member: Wendy Goldsmith
Business Role: Not employed in the business
Family Role: Daughter (fourth child)
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Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to the following issues:
1. Family Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership and Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Goal Attainment Rating: Low (1) High (6)

1. Family Operational Procedure Issue:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to be informed on the business,
active in understanding process, but wants to remain independent of
family and business. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Firm would benefit if regular meetings
established, issues addressed, & members informed. Rating (4)

2. Role Identification:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire for father to develop firm as he
wants not concerned with other role issues. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Concern for father but not involved or
aware of other members roles in the firm. Rating (4)

3. Ownership and Control:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to remain complacent in control and
participation; would like to know more about selling her stock.

Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: The family business would benefit if
family members became more informed as stockholders. Rating (4)
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4. Time Allocation:
Individual Satisfaction: Is not involved enough to comment on family
and work time balance. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: It would benefit business if Wendy
were concerned about topics relevant to family business. Rating (4)

5. Estate Planning:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to understand more of the estate
planning aspect should something happen to parents. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business would benefit in having Wendy
more informed of estate plans and operations. Rating (5)

6. Selection of Family Members:
Individual Satisfaction: Is not involved enough to understand the
selection process of family business members. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business would benefit with having
Wendy, as stockholder, be familiar with issues. Rating (4)

7. Compensation and Dividends:
Individual Satisfaction: Is not concerned with compensation or
dividend issues; does accept gifts given to children. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business would benefit if Wendy
understood more concerning the issues. Rating (4)

8. Supervision:
Individual Satisfaction: Not interested in policies related to
supervision of family members in the business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business would benefit in having Wendy
familiar with issues as she is a significant stockholder. Rating (4)

9. Business Organizational Structure:
Individual Satisfaction: Low interest in the organizational aspects
of business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would benefit in
having Wendy be familiar with issues involved. Rating (4)

10. Successor Management:
Individual Satisfaction: Desire to see Beth/Dan become involved in
the eventual ownership/control of the business. Rating (5)
Family Business Satisfaction: Family business would like to see a
successor plan worked out; Dan is the heir apparent. Rating (5)

11. Financial Situation:
Individual Satisfaction: Does not have a goal in relation to the
financial condition of the business; would be concerned with keeping
it profitable. Rating (4)
Family Business Satisfaction: Business would benefit if Wendy was
more informed and active in issues relating to financial matters.

Rating (4)
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represent a family member in the business and a family

member not employed in the business.

The profile of Earl Johnson (see Figure 15) shows

10 of the 11 goal attainment ratings falling in Quadrant II

indicating high goal satisfaction and high individual

satisfaction. This supported the interview data. Earl had

taken several steps to develop a family business strategy

that was beneficial for the company and for his own goals.

One rating appears in Quadrant III, indicating a low

satisfaction in individual and business goal attainment.

The issue dealt with the business organizational

structure teamwork, communications, trust. Earl was not

satisfied with the level of trust and teamwork among the

managers. Also, the poor communication, the lack of input

by department managers, and the conflict among managers

described a situation not conducive with achieving family

business goals. Therefore, the scores were low for both

systems on issue 9.

Examining the profile more closely one can obtain

detailed information regarding each issue. For

example, issue 10 dealt with succession. A goal attainment

level of 4 was illustrated in individual goal satisfaction,

and a goal attainment level of 4 was illustrated in

business goal satisfaction. Neither the individual goal

nor the family business goal had been fully attained. From

the brief description of the situation related to the
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issue, it can be seen that (a) individual goals had been

established with identification of a successor but

questions concerning maturity and performance of the

successor still existed; (b) the family business goal to

establish a successor had not been fully accomplished.

The profile for Earl's daughter, Mary Sheldon, is

presented in Figure 18. During the interview Mary had not

shown interest or knowledge in the business, in relation to

her role as a stockholder. She was satisfied with not

being involved. The grouping of her scores reflected this

attitude. Her goals in relation to the issues were

noninvolvement. This was reflected in a high score in

relation to personal goal attainment. Her lack of interest

did not benefit the family business. She was a significant

stockholder yet having little desire to understand her

responsibilities. In the future she may have to contribute

to the decision-making process concerning the fate of the

business; therefore the family business goal attainment was

low. It was not extremely low, however, as she was not

currently involved in controlling the business.

In regard to another area of congruence, the fit

between the nonfamily employees and the family business

plan, there appeared to be problems regarding compatible

goals. Interviews with family members and with nonfamily

employees indicated dissatisfaction because key nonfamily

employees were not informed on issues and were not
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considered in the planning process. One manager indicated

he did not know if his position was secure as he was told

nothing of future plans. Another manager indicated

interest in being a part of the planning process, at least

as it related to her. At the time of the interview, the

founder and family business members had not considered

methods of involving nonfamily employees in future plans.

Evaluation of Congruence Section

The congruency section was the most difficult area of

the planning structure to develop. There were several

reasons for the difficulty:

1. It was difficult to determine what specific

areas should be assessed for congruence. The individual

and the family business goals were determined to be the

most important areas based on the literature review. Other

areas, such as the congruency of nonfamily employees

with the plan, were determined to be important but were not

included in the matrix development.

2. The rating scale was based on the subjectivity

judgement of the researcher. The researcher assigned the

congruency rating based on the information accumulated in

the analysis. This was the researcher's perception of the

individual's goal attainment satisfaction. To address this

problem partially, a detailed summary of the goals was

described at the end of the profile explaining the

basis of the rating. Further steps, such as using more
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than one researcher to assign ratings would increase

objectivity. Another possibility would be for each family

member to assess their own goal attainment satisfaction and

compare to the ratings of the researcher.

3. There was difficulty in defining the goals of

the family business in the matrix comparison. The goals

used were developed from the interviews and the literature

review. This again relied on the judgement of a single

researcher. An additional researcher would have given the

system more objectivity.

4. There was a problem with defining goal

"satisfaction" in the congruency profile. The goals of

both the individual and the business could be in congruence

but not be attained. For example, Earl had a desire to

have an efficient operating organizational structure with

trust, teamwork, and a strong communication network. The

family business also was interested in this type of a

situation. Therefore, the congruency matrix would have

indicated a positive situation (the goals were in

congruence), even though the goals had not been attained.

It was determined to use the term congruent goal attainment

versus congruent goals. If both systems were "attaining"

their goals, it was reflected as positive, ideal, and in

congruence.

5. The goals for the individual and the family

business changed for each profile. It was necessary to
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redefine the individual satisfaction goals and family

business satisfaction goals for each issue. The

descriptive summary at the end of each profile also

clarified this problem.

6. The dimension of time was a significant issue

in defining goals. Goals are future-oriented and may be

satisfied in increments (i.e., short- or long-term goals).

A person may not have attained his or her final goal but

may be satisfied with the progress being made on a

short-term basis. Therefore goals were defined in

relation to the present time period, and whether the

individual was satisfied with his or her progress in

goal attainment. The following is an illustration. A

founder's daughter had a goal of becoming president of

the family business. At the time she was a department

manager. She was satisfied in the position, realizing

she was young, inexperienced, and not qualified to take

over the top position at this time. Her present

position provided her with needed training. Therefore,

in the rating she was perceived by the researcher as

having a high degree of goal satisfaction with her

position, even though she had not attained the final

position she desired. In the future, should she not

advance to a higher position as she gains experience,

goal attainment satisfaction would be perceived as being

lower.
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7. The individual goals were difficult to separate

from family goals. In relation to the case study, Earl's

goals consisted of setting up an effective family

business structure for his children. He was concerned for

the individual family members by being fair and interested

in their welfare (e.g., gifting of money and stock;

fairness to all members concerning his will). In addition,

he had personal goals such as a sufficient salary and

retirement plan to allow him to live as he desired. Both

his concern for the family members and for the retirement

are important goals to be attained by Earl, and were

considered as such in the profile.

Despite the complexities involved in developing the

Individual Congruence Profiles, the instrument provided two

significant benefits. First, it provided a realistic tool

for describing the situation of the family business in

relation to the individual family member's needs and goals.

The family was comprised of individuals who had specific

goals. It was logical to develop a plan that considers

these individual needs and goals. Second, the profile

became a discussion tool with which family members could

confront the issues. Family members were able to view

their goals in relation to what the family business

needed to thrive. Using the profile, alternative plans

could be discussed in relation to satisfying both

the goals of the family and the goals of the individual.
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A Composite Summary of the Congruency Model

The individual profiles, used independently, provided

a tool for determining the goals of family members as they

fit with the family business. The family as a whole

develops a personality. In determining a composite profile

of the family, profiles of all family members were

combined (referred to as Composite Summary of Profiles

and illustrated in Figure 22).

The Composite Summary of Profiles provided three

valuable insights:

1. It allowed the researcher to view the pattern of

congruency for all the profiles. The matrix provided

a composite illustration of family congruency. In the

Composite Summary of Profiles a high percentage of plots

are in Quadrant II, indicating that the family as a whole

had high individual goal attainment and high business

goal attainment satisfaction.

2. It identified trends in relation to all family

members in the analysis. Ten scores fell into

Quadrant I indicating low business goal attainment/high

individual goal attainment. These scores all related to

one member of the family. The three scores, showing in

Quadrant III, were related to: Earl's business

organizational goal satisfaction (organizational problems

dealing with trust and teamwork), Dan's ownership and
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Business: Midwestern Oil Company

Family: Johnson Family
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(I)

B11 B4 S2 S4
M4 S5 S11 S9 B9 S3 D4 J2

M3 M2 J10 E6 E7 E2 E3
S6 S7 S8 E4 J3

W9 S1 S10 B1 B5 J4
W7 W4 J1 J5 J6 W10

M1 M5 M6 B2 M7 J7 El E5 D8
M8 M9 W6 W2 J8 E8 D6 B6 B8
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W8 D10 B3 W5
E10 Ell Dll B7
D1 D2 D5 J11 (II)
B10 W1 W3

E9 D3 D9

(III) (IV)

1

Low

2 3 4 5 6

High
FAMILY BUSINESS GOALS

Individual/Family Business Goals in relation to these issues:
1. Family/Operational Procedure 7. Compensation & Dividends
2. Role Identification 8. Supervision
3. Ownership & Control 9. Business Organizational
4. Time Allocation 10. Succession
5. Estate Plan 11. Business Financial
6. Selection

Abbreviation for individual family members:
E = Earl Johnson
S = Shirley Johnson
M = Mary Sheldon
D = Dan Pierce

J = Jerry Johnson
B = Beth Pierce
W = Wendy Goldsmith
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control (not having attained the ownership and control

desired), and Dan's business organizational satisfaction

(not having attained the position desired). The family

may use the Composite Summary of Profiles to focus on

those trends identified.

3. The composite summary emphasized the versatility of

the matrix. In detail, the Composite Summary of Profiles

provided extensive data in detail that could be grouped

and organized for various purposes. The data could be

grouped in relation to specific issues, rather than by

individual. For example, ownership and control could be

separated from the matrix and grouped on one matrix to show

the relationship with the different members of the family.

Specific Plan Development

The sixth section of the Integrated Systems Framework

for Analyzing Family Business Planning deals with the

development of the specific plan. The framework up to this

point has assessed the goals and the resources in relation

to the individual, the family, and the business. The

congruence profiles have provided detailed information in

relation to the fit of the family members' goals with

the family business goals. During the process of these

previous sections, alternative methods of developing a

plan become apparent. This section now evaluates the

possible alternatives.
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The framework is diagnostic as it presents the

information in an organized and analytical format. The

members of the family business would now develop their plan

based on the information presented. The final plan should:

evaluate the alternatives based on the information

presented, utilize the congruence concept in determining

the fit of individual family members within the system,

determine other congruence factors such as the role

of nonfamily employees in the overall plan, and discuss

each of the 11 issues presented in the structure in

relation to their importance. Finally, the plan should

specify standards and a schedule for implementation.

This basically follows the planning process as described by

Olson and Beard (1985), and Share and Winter (1982) in the

literature review.

Plan Output

The final plan output should include several subplans.

In relation to the family, the means of family members to

operate the family business with procedures and methods

should be included (Operational Plan). The future

objectives in relation to the estate, in regards to asset

distribution, ownership, fairness, taxes, and family

welfare should be addressed (Estate Plan). In relation to

the business, the organizational issues concerning

nonfamily employees, family members fitting in the
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organization, and specific issues within the dynamics of

the company should be considered (Business Organizational

Plan). Future management for the firm is of vital

importance to the family business (Succession Plan).

Finally, a financial plan will be needed involving

knowledge of present financial conditions and forecasts of

future financial plans (Business Financial Plan).

Conclusion

The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing Family

Business Planning, as proposed in Chapter III, provided an

effective method of analyzing the family business in

relation to planning. Evaluations at the end of each

section described the specific difficulties in relation to

the model. Facilitating Conditions (Section I) identified

those areas necessary for successful planning to occur.

Assessment (Section II) analyzed the systems relevant to

the planning process. The classification of these areas

into individual, family, and business appeared effective in

obtaining the necessary information. Difficulties

developed in determining what information to include in the

assessment in relation to specific areas such as

financial and organizational problems. Issues to Consider

(Section III) identified and organized the concerns the

family business would be addressing, and provided a focus

for the assessment section. Further research may provide
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revision or addition to the list of issues, but for this

particular case study the issues seemed relevant.

Reconciliation (Section IV) organized the assessment data

in relation to the issues and clarified the subjects with

which the planning process would be involved. Congruence

(Section V) proved the most difficult to develop.

Determining areas of congruency to study, subjectivity

associated with the ratings, assigning goals to the family

business, and time relation to goals proved difficult.

These problems were addressed and defined within the

framework. The last two stages of the framework involve

future action. Specific Plan Development (Section VI)

would develop standards and a sequence of action based on

the information from the reconciliation and congruence

section. Plan Output (Section VII) would provide a

specific plan dealing with operations, estate, succession,

the business organization, and business financial issues.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary

The purpose of the study was to create an integrated

systems framework to analyze the planning process in

family businesses. Based on the literature review, a

theoretical model was developed. The model was reviewed,

refined, and demonstrated through the use of qualitative

research i.e., a case study. The case study demonstrated

the model could be used effectively to diagnostically

assess a family business, organize the data, and present

the data for the development of a specific family

business plan. The qualitative study, exploratory in

nature, provided detail to development of such a

proposed framework. Problems were confronted in

several areas as the study progressed. Solutions to these

problems were reflected in refinements to the framework.

Objectives of the Study

Objective 1: To review relevant literature in family

studies theory, organizational development, family

business literature, and qualitative research methods.

The literature review provided the basis for the
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model developed. Theories presented in family studies,

organizational development, and family business literature

are applicable to the circumstances found in family

businesses.

Family management researchers described a systems

model for understanding family planning from an

ecosystem perspective. Several characteristics of family

studies were applicable to the integrated systems framework

developed for family business planning: importance of

individual and family goals within the systems theory;

the development of roles; the behavioral dimensions of the

family; and the coherence of individual and family goals.

The organizational development literature provided

a means of understanding the organizational dynamics

related to the two systems: the family and the business.

Important areas were integrated into the family business

planning structure: the congruence concept of fitting

the different components of the two systems together;

the diagnostic model use of analysis procedure; and the

leadership aspect of organizations.

Family business literature presented significant

concepts and theories generated by family business research

to date. Several authors expounded on the systems

perspective describing how the family and business systems

overlap. The family business literature identified and
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clarified issues relevant to the family business. These

issues were integrated into the model.

The literature review on qualitative research provided

the basis for the design of the model and the fieldwork

study. Indications were that the qualitative method using

a case study, was the most effective means of studying the

model.

Objective 2: Identify the major components of the planning

process.

The major components of the planning process

identified from the literature review served as the basis

for the proposed model. The Deacon and Firebaugh (1981)

model (in family management study) provided the analytical

structure for the proposed model. The Deacon-Firebaugh

model describes planning within the context of the

managerial system. Components of input, throughput, and

output were integrated into the system. Detail was

provided by Sharpe and Winter's (1982) applied model in

areas of: demand occurrence, demand awareness, decision

to meet demand, goal clarification, and resource

assessment. Olson and Beard's (1985) examined the

reconciliation process within the managerial model. This

was integrated into the framework.

The congruence concept (Nadler & Tushman, 1980) and

assessment procedures (Friedman and Yarbrough, 1985) from

organizational development were integrated into the
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proposed framework. The congruence theory provided for

differentiation among individuals as they fit into the

two systems (family and business). Members could have

very different and separate goals yet develop a harmony

within the total plan.

The literature review of family business identified

and explained the issues relevant to the family business.

These issues were integrated into the framework as a focus

of planning analysis.

Objective 3: Propose a systems framework for examining

planning that may be generalized to family businesses.

The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning was developed based on an

integration of relevant theories from the literature

review. The framework consisted of seven stages related

to developing a family business plan. To facilitate

the congruence stage, an Individual Congruence Profile

was developed to assess individual family member goal

attainment in relation to the family business. A

Composite Summary of Profiles was developed to illustrate

the congruence of all members as a family.

Obiective 4. Plan and test a fieldwork design in a family

business setting.

The fieldwork design included the following

procedures: establishing through qualitative research
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literature review basis for the design; establishing

criteria for selecting the case study; developing an

interview guide; describing the case in terms of setting,

history, environment, and people involved; selecting

individuals for interview; and applying the proposed

planning framework to the case study.

Objective 5: Utilize the data collected in the case study

to explain the functioning of the planning framework.

The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing Family

Business Planning was applied to the case study. The

model was evaluated through the data collection procedure.

The case study provided a protocol for demonstrating the

use of the Family Business Planning framework. The

framework proved to be effective in organizing the research

data into a configuration applicable to developing a family

business plan. Refinement of the model was accomplished in

areas of assessment clarification, issue definition, and

congruence profile development.

Objective 6. Propose a final descriptive systems model,

using the data and theoretical structure, for analvzina the

planning process in family businesses.

Analysis of the Integrated Systems Framework for

Analyzing Family Business Planning indicated the model

was effective in its proposed form. The final model would

include those stages suggested in the initial proposal:
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facilitating conditions, assessment, issues to consider,

reconciliation, congruence,' specific plan development, and

plan output. The congruence stage was expanded on by the

development of the Individual Congruence Profile. The

application of the case study to the model provided for

some areas of refinement: definition of goal attainment

satisfaction expansion, basis for researcher assigning

the rating scores, further definition of issues in relation

to each specific profile, and the time dimension of the

goals referred to in the profile. The Composite Summary of

Profiles was an addition to the section based on the

refinement process. This was a composite of all individual

profiles providing an overall view of the family

congruence.

Conclusions

Based on the results of the research study the

following conclusions were reached concerning the

development of an integrated systems framework for

analyzing family business planning.

1. The systems framework developed was a pilot study

providing an initial step towards future research in

examining family business planning.

As discussed in the literature review, qualitative

research involves exploratory methodology. Case study
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research, as was used in the present study, is a first step

in systems process research (Hollander, 1983). The

framework developed in the study provided initial research

in understanding the process of planning as it relates to

family businesses. The purpose of the study was to develop

an integrated systems framework to analyze family business

planning. Both family management and organizational

development provided valuable input into the understanding

of the planning process within the dualistic systems of

family businesses. The family business planning model

was refined through the process of assessing the data

collected in the research design (case study). The

research study on family business planning provides a

foundation for future research involving confirmation,

expansion, or revision of the planning process in family

businesses.

2. The planning process should be examined as an

evolutionary, circular, changeable, and dynamic

process.

The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning followed a sequence of actions

(stages) in gathering data for the planning process and

organizing it into a congruence format. This method

provided a satisfactory system of analysis for observing a

case study at a specific period of time. The research

data (interviews) indicated planning was an extensive
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process rarely having a starting point or an ending point.

Earl Johnson had done extensive planning over the years to

have been in his present situation. It would be doubtful

that a formal plan developed from the data presented in the

analysis would become a permanent document. A continual

process of accumulating information, developing tentative

plans, making changes, and working on segments of an

overall plan would be a more realistic scenario of the

planning process.

The evolutionary and changing aspect of families was

stressed in the literature review. Hoffman (1981)

described families as evolutionary paradigms, constantly

in a state of permanent instabilities. Deacon and

Firebaugh (1988) perceived changing families similarly with

interactions of members relating to functionality,

cohesion, adaptability, and communications. Friedman and

Yarbrough (1985) viewed organizations as open, flexible,

and affirming systems reflecting time and change. Use of

the Family Business Planning structure proposed provides a

picture of the family business at a specific period of

time. It is assumed this picture will change in the

future. The model could be used as a living paradigm. The

analysis serves as a record of where the organization is,

and can provide a tool to establishing future objectives.

Progress can be measured by examining the past records
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the individual congruence profiles can be especially useful

and re-examined at specified intervals.

3. The process of developing the plan was as important

as the plan itself.

In gathering data through interviews, observations,

and archival sources, it became evident that the process

of confronting issues was beneficial to the family

members and to employees. Members of both systems were

able to discuss situations not addressed before. This

was evident in the communication problems concerning the

distribution of information to business employees and

knowledge of the business operations to family members.

The nonfamily employee and family member expressed

stress and tension at not knowing what was happening.

As the study progressed, family members and nonfamily

employees indicated relief at being able to discuss the

problem areas.

Ward (1987) described this additional benefit of the

planning process as follows:

If formally executed to the fullest degree, this
[planning] process results in a set of written
plans for the business and the family. Yet the
real value of planning does not lie with these
documents in themselves. Rather it lies with
the mental activity they provoke.... Through
planning, they can build a common understanding
of business and family goals among the key
players of each unit. And through planning,
they can increase the odds of persuading those
players to pull in one direction instead of
several. (p. 7)
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4. Ethnographic or Qualitative research provided an

effective means to research family businesses in

relation to the proposed model.

The development of a theoretical model relating to

family business planning required methodology applicable

to understanding the processes of the two systems: the

family and the business. These systems can be best

understood as being holistic, interacting, evolutionary,

dynamic, and culturally oriented. Diagnostic methods of

understanding these systems, especially related to

planning, were preferred over prediction methods. Taylor

and Bogdan (1984) emphasized qualitative methodology for

understanding people within their own frame of reference.

They stressed that the different perceptions accumulated in

a case study provide a cross-check in explaining and

describing the situation as it really exists. This was

evident in the case study of the Johnson family. The

perceptions from both systems, employees and family

members, created an effective cross-check in

understanding the situation.

In qualitative methodology the structure develops as

research proceeds. This was evident in the present study

as the congruence theory and the planning framework were

only briefly outlined in the design of the project. The

case study gave substance to the planning framework and

defined the processes used.
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5. The proposed model was effective in demonstrating the

the model as a valid means of analyzing family

Planning.

The seven stages of the Integrated Systems Framework

for Analyzing Family Business Planning facilitated the

understanding of the planning process in family businesses.

The preliminary conditions were useful in recognizing the

need for planning to take place and identifying

characteristics essential for planning to be successful.

The assessment process provided an efficient means of

gathering data. The interviews with employees and family

members provided an accumulation of separate perceptions

contributing to an understanding of the situation. The

issues provided an area of focus for the assessment

process, each issue being defined further in relation to

the specific situation of the family business assessed.

The reconciliaton process organized the data in relation to

the issues, providing a systemized method of understanding

the family business. Finally, the congruence process

provided the means to view the individuals within the

system as separate components, each with their own

goals and resources. An effective planning method would

develop when family member goals were in congruence with

the system as a whole and with the other members of the

family business.
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Recommendations for Further Research

It is recommended that further research be

conducted in the area of family business planning. There

are several areas where further research could be

developed, using quantitative and/or qualitative research

methodologies.

1. The primary consideration for future research would

be in the continual use and refinement of the model

presented.

Taylor and Bogdan (1984) described case study research

as a continual ongoing analysis. The first step involves

developing a theory (a planning model). The process of

qualitative methodology stresses demonstrating plausible

support for the effectiveness of the model. This involves

refinement of the structure through a cycle of theory

proposal, case study, refinement, and repeated case study.

A determined effort should be made to search for negative

cases to disprove the theory. In the present research,

the family business case study was an initial step towards

refinement of an effective model.

2. A study should be developed to identify issues

relevant to family business planning.

Based on the literature review, the study identified

11 issues relevant to planning in family businesses. The
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issues included family operational procedure, role

identification, ownership and control, time allocation,

family estate procedures, selection, compensation and

dividends, supervision, business organizational structure,

succession, and business financial issues. Further

studies could confirm, define, and/or refine this list.

3. Develop an evaluation program to determine the

effectiveness of the Integrated Systems Framework for

Analyzing Family Business Planning as a diagnostic

instrument.

The Integrated Systems Framework for Analyzing

Family Business Planning was developed as a diagnostic

method for analyzing family businesses. The model could

be implemented as an improvement planning program for

family businesses. The effectiveness of the program

in improving the family business operation could be

evaluated. Satisfaction levels of family members, success

of the business, and attitudes of nonfamily employees could

be analyzed in relation to the program.

4. Family business planning should be examined on a

longitudinal basis to determine the effects of

planning over the life cycle of a business.

The family business is an evolutionary system. What

effects do environmental or developmental influences have

on the planning actions taken? What is the success rate of
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those businesses using planning techniques verses those

not using them? What stages of family business development

require planning and how does the planning change over the

years?
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APPENDIX A

RESEARCH INTERVIEW GUIDE
FAMILY MEMBER EMPLOYED IN THE BUSINESS

NAME:

BUSINESS POSITION:

FAMILY ROLE:

AGE:

BUSINESS INFORMATION

1. Describe how the business started the history of
the firm?

Who were the key members?

What did they see as the most important concerns
(towards customers, sales, employees)?

What problems did they face, and how were they solved?

How has the financial situation of the firm changed
over the years?

2. Describe the present organizational structure who
is the president, department managers, key employees?

What responsibilities do the family members and key
employees have?

If the family business is to continue, what
organizational changes do you think will be needed?

Where do you think the organization will be in 5
years?
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3. How strong is the business financially in relation
to sales, profits, and net worth.

Where would YOU like to see the business developing
financially in the future?

What actions do you think will be needed to get there?

How are family members compensated in the business
(according to worth or a system of equality)?

4. Describe any plans the business has developed for
selecting a successor for the management of the firm
potential family or nonfamily member, training, and
experience.

5. Describe the key nonfamily members of the firm.

How are they informed on major plans for the family
business?

How do their goals fit in with the family business
goals advancement, compensation, positions?

6. To what extent have you used lawyers, consultants,
financial advisors (such as CPA's) to assess your
business and plan for the future?

PERSONAL INFORMATION

7. Describe your position in the family business
include your responsibilities.

8. What is your background with the business?

9. What has prepared you for the role you are in
related to education and experience?

10. What position would YOU like to be in eventually?
What time frame would you see this in?

11. How do you think this would best be accomplished?
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12. How do you feel about the compensation you receive
from the business is it fair, where do you think it
should be?

13. Discuss your workload in the business and your time
at home.

How much time do you spend in the business?

How much time is available to be with your family?

Ideally, how would you balance the two areas the
family and business in time allocation.

14. Discuss your ownership of the company?

How much of the company do you own?

What are your goals in relation to ownership?

15. How do members of your family (spouse and
children)feel about your position with the company?

Discuss in relation to home, compensation,
satisfaction, ownership.

16. Discuss the most important reasons you might want
to stay in the family business.

17. Discuss the most difficult aspects of being part of
the family business.

18. Describe your relationship with the other family
members within the firm?

19. Describe your relationship with nonfamily employees
in the firm how well do you get along?
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20. In relation to your position in the business, discuss
your ability to:

gain recognition at work

control your life

gain material wealth

establish an identity

FAMILY INFORMATION

21. Describe any meetings the family has had concerning
the family business estate planning, problems, business
planning, and/or family planning.

What methods are used by the family to inform their
members as to the financial condition of the
business, meetings, policy changes?

Are family members well informed on what is happening?

22. In the area of family business, what major conflicts
have developed over the past years how were they
resolved?

23. What areas seem to cause the most tension in the
family business?

24. Describe the methods used to make decisions
concerning the family business informal, formal, made by
one person (founder?) or shared, participatory process.

25. How well are the family members able to work together
for the good of all?

26. Describe the present estate plan the family has
are family members aware of what will happen should the
founder die?
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27. Describe any methods taken by the family, to allow
family members in the business to develop separate
responsibilities within the business (so they do not
conflict with each other).

28. Describe any plans made within the family concerning
ownership transfer to a successor (family member or
others)?

29. Describe any dividends, bonuses, or allowance made
to family members from the business.

30. Describe the selection policy (if any) the family has
toward allowing family members to work in the business.

How is the person's performance judged?

31. To what extent have lawyers or consultants been used
to develop estate plans, ownership transfers, or wills?

33. How have issues in estate planning been addressed in
relation to:

Continuity of the business

Financial well-being of spouse

Equitable treatment of children

Minimize estate taxes
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APPENDIX B

RESEARCH INTERVIEW GUIDE

FAMILY MEMBER NOT EMPLOYED IN THE BUSINESS

NAME:

BUSINESS POSITION:

FAMILY ROLE:

BUSINESS INFORMATION

1. Describe what you can remember about how the business
started the history of the firm?

Who were the key members?

What did they see as the most important concerns?
(towards customers, sales, employees)

What problems did they face, and how were they solved?

How has the financial situation of the firm changed
over the years?

2. Describe the present organizational structure who
is the president, department managers, key employees?

What responsibilities do the family members and key
employees have?

What responsibilities do family members have in the
firm?

If the family business is to continue, what
organizational changes do you think will be needed?

Where do you think the organization will be in 5
years?
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3. How strong is the business financially in relation
to sales, profits, and net worth?

Where would you like to see the business developing
financially in the future?

What actions do you think will be needed to get there?

How are family members compensated in the business
according to worth or a system of equality?

4. Describe any plans the business has developed for
selecting a successor for the management of the firm
potential family or nonfamily member, training, and
experience.

5. Describe the key nonfamily members of the firm?

How are they informed on major plans for the family
business?

How do their goals fit in with the family business
goals advancement, compensation, position?

6. To what extent have you used lawyers, consultants,
financial advisors (such as CPA's) to assess your
business and plan for the future?

PERSONAL INFORMATION

(FOR THOSE WITH A SPOUSE IN THE BUSINESS)
8. Describe your spouse's position in the family business

include their responsibilities.

9. What is his/her background with the business?

10. What has prepared your spouse for his/her role in the
business? Education and experience.

11. What position would you like your spouse to be in
eventually? What time frame would you see this in?

12. How do you think this would best be accomplished?
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13. How do you feel about the compensation he/she
receives from the business is it fair, where do you
think it should be?

14. Discuss your spouse's workload in the business.

How much time does he/she spend at the business?

How much time is available to be with the family?

Ideally, how much time would you like her/him to spend
at home/business?

15. Discuss the most important reason your spouse stays
with the company?

16. Discuss your ownership of the company.

How much of the company do you own?

What are your goals in relation to ownership?

17. Discuss the most difficult aspects of being a part of
the family business.

18. Describe your relationship with other family members
in the firm?

19. Discuss the ability of your spouse to gain recognition
at work:

Become independent:

Control his/her life:

Gain material wealth:

Establish an identity:
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FAMILY INFORMATION

20. Describe any meetings the family has had concerning
the family business estate planning, problems, business
planning, and/or family planning?

21. In the area of family business what conflicts have
developed over the past years? How were they resolved?

22. What areas seem to cause the most tension in the
family business?

23. Describe the methods used to make decisions
concerning the family business formal, informal, made
by one person (founder), shared decisions, randomly?

24. How well are the family members able to work
together for the good of all?

25. Describe the present estate plan the family has
are family members aware of what will happen should the
founder die?

26. Describe any methods that have been taken to allow
family members in the business to develop separate
responsibilities to eliminate conflict areas?

27. Describe any plans that have been made for
ownership transfer to a successor or other members of the
family.

28. Describe any dividends, allowances, or gifts made to
family members from the business?

29. Describe communication methods used by the family to
inform members as to the financial condition of the
business, meetings, policy changes. Are family members
familiar with what is happening?
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30. Describe any selection policy the family has toward
allowing family members to work in the company, stay in
the company, or be eliminated for poor performance.

31. To what extent have lawyers or consultants been used
to help you develop estate plans, ownership transfers,
or wills?

32. How have issues in estate planning been addressed in
reference to:

Continuity of the business

Financial well-being of spouse

Equitable treatment of children

Minimize estate taxes

33. How informed are family members concerning the above?
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APPENDIX C

RESEARCH INTERVIEW GUIDE
KEY EMPLOYEE NOT A FAMILY MEMBER

NAME:

BUSINESS POSITION

AGE:

1. Describe the business through the past years history
of the firm from your perspective.

Who were the key members?

What did they see as the most important concerns towards
customers, sales, employees?

What problems did they face and how were they solved?

What has been your role in the development of the firm
over the years?

2. Describe the present organizational structure who is
the president, department heads, and supervisors?

What is your responsibility within this structure?

If the business is to continue, what changes would you
like to see in the future?

Where do you see yourself in the future of the business?

3. Do you feel there is an adequate plan for a successor
to take over the management of the firm in the future?

4. Discuss methods used to inform you of changes in the
business.
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5. Do you feel there is room for advancement for yourself
in the business?

6. Do you feel other members of the organization can
advance within the business?

7. Are there conflict areas among members of the firm
concerning family problems within the business?

8. Is a board of directors used in the management of the
company?
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APPENDIX D

INTRODUCTORY LETTER

June 29, 1988

Mr. Earl Johnson
Midwestern Oil Company
P.O. Box 1229
Riverdale, WD 56560

Dear Earl:

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me concerning
the family business program. Your situation will be ideal
for developing a study on.

I would just like to review a few of the items we discussed
concerning the study and to make up an information sheet
for those I will be interviewing.

The study will produce two reports. First, a case study
for my doctoral paper. This will be theoretical and
prepared for the school. A copy will be available for you
to see. This will be confidential and will not mention
your company name or any of the individuals involved by
name. Second, a report to you concerning the analysis of
your family business. This report will be prepared for you
and will be available to others only as you want to
distribute it.

The process of developing the study will involve interviews
with your family and with the key members of your firm.
The interviews should last one to two hours. (Perhaps
longer for yourself and Dan). If possible, I would like to
use a tape recorder during the interview but if this is a
problem with anyone we do not have to use it.

We will schedule the interviews at your convenience. I
have set aside July 7th through July 25th as days I can
interview but I also could go beyond that time. I would
suggest a couple of interviews a day and spacing them about
two hours apart. I can also come down for single
interviews whatever would be convenient.

At some point I would like to obtain some information on
the financial situation of the business and what you have
done so far on estate planning.
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You also mentioned you may have a family meeting towards
the end of July. Should you want me to, I would be
available to observe this also. Again, it is up to you.

I will contact you later this week or early next week
concerning the interviews. Enclosed is an information
sheet for family members and for employees who are not
family members. Should you have any suggestions or want to
change anything, please contact me at any time.

Respectfully yours,

James R. Legler
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APPENDIX E

NOTICE TO FAMILY MEMBERS ON STUDY

Family Business Analysis

In cooperation with Oregon State University, the company is
conducting a family business analysis. This deals with
management planning for the future of the family business.
It is especially concerned with the continuation of the
business.

Part of the analysis will consist of interviews with family
members, The questions will deal with your role within the
company, your goals, your concerns, and your perceptions of
the business. The interviews should not take more than an
hour.

The information we collect will be used for two reports.
One report will be a research paper for the university.
All the information used will be confidential. The names
will be changed so they can not identify the individual or
the company. The other report will be prepared for Earl
Johnson to assist him in making future decisions about the
business. In this report individuals and departments will
be recognized.

The person conducting the project is Jim Legler. Mr.
Legler has done extensive research in family businesses.
He is presently finishing up a Ph.D program at Oregon State
University with a major in Organizational Management and
Family Relations. He has a Master's Degree in
Organizational Communications and an undergraduate degree
in Psychology. Mr. Legler was involved in a successful
family business for over 15 years. Since then he has
worked as a consultant while attending school.

Thank you for your cooperation on this important study and
should you have any questions please ask Mr. Legler or
Earl.
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APPENDIX F

NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES ON STUDY

Family Business Analysis

In cooperation with a program at Oregon State University,
the company is conducting a management analysis. This
analysis deals with management planning for the future of
the company. It is especially concerned with the
continuation of the business and developing processes to
keep it healthy.

As employees you are a significant part of the
organization. The company values your input. We will be
interviewing several managers within the company. The
questions will deal with your role within the company, what
you see as important in the future of the company, and what
concerns should be addressed.

The information we collect will be used for two reports.
One report will be for a research paper for the university.
All the information used will be confidential. The names
will be changed so they can not identify the individual or
the company. The other report will be prepared for Mr.
Johnson to assist him in making future decisions about the
company. For this report we will identify individual and
department concerns.

The interview should not take more than an hour.

The person conducting the project is Jim Legler. He is
presently finishing up a Ph.D program at Oregon State
University with a major in Organizational Management and
Family Relations. He has a Master's Degree in
Organizational Communications and an undergraduate degree
in Psychology. Mr. Legler was involved in a successful
family business for over 15 years. Since then he has
worked as a consultant while attending school.

Thank you for your cooperation on this important study and
should you have any questions please ask Mr. Legler or Mr.
Johnson.


